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RE: BREATH “IS” LIFE—EVEN IN THE
PHILIPPINES
A WORD FROM “CROW’S CORNER”
Hatonn—There is no such thing as “distance”,
in reality. “When life gets tough, the tough get
going.” This is a type of proverbial expression—
but when you have no BREATH, there is no
physical way to “get going”.
In Manila today there is chaos in the streets
because of a stoppage of the presidential
impeachment trial. The Senate is split into
balanced fragments; the private prosecutors
walked out of the court, and the Senate
President resigned over the fact of a “damaged
institution” where, as was, there was not justice
nor a way to demand it. The manipulators took
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the day BUT LOST THE WAR in so doing.
Then, the House of Representatives legal team
doing the trial itself resigned irrevocably.
This, over the refusal to open an envelope
containing documents which PROVE without
any doubt the unlawful dealings of the President.
This goes into the heart of the matter—where
you have manipulation and distortion of the very
law set forth to protect you, you have
NOTHING IN FREEDOM.
The people have taken to the streets, thus
far, however, in relative “order” and respect for
law. The government is to a standstill, the
“garbage” of the nation is well descriptive, as
put forth by former President F.V. Ramos, in
that the garbage people (Senators who broke
their oath to act in Truth and honor, broke their
oath before the world) “stink worse than the
mountains of garbage polluting the very streets
of Manila, spreading disease and corruption.”
Today, frankly, the nation is
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in mourning over the LOSS OF ITSELF.
Ah, but—have they lost? NO, THEY, THE
PEOPLE, HAVE WON A VICTORY
BEYOND THEIR IMAGINATION. FOR
WHEN ALL IS LOST IT APPEARS,
PEOPLE TURN TO GOD AND ALWAYS
THERE IS A RESPONSE AND A
SUITABLE SOLUTION TO EVERY
PROBLEM.
That potential WE PRESENT will begin to
unfold this very afternoon. This means that
holding your breath is not good but perhaps a
distraction into the truth of life itself can give
support to the players on stage—who are in
front of the machine guns—literally. GOD
SHALL PREVAIL. MAN SIMPLY HAS TO
SEE HIS DIVINE PURPOSE.
Let us turn, therefore, to the meaning of “stayin’
alive” and the very basic element of that process of
“living” in a physical manifestation.
(Continued on page 2)
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GOD IS THE BREATH OF LIFE ITSELF AND
WITHOUT THAT BREATH THE SOUL MUST
MOVE ON AND THE BODY PHYSICAL WILL
FALL INTO A “DEATH” TRANSITION.
God speaks in ALL ways and through all
THINGS and BEINGS. Until you understand
that—you only have games of “let’s pretend on
the telephone lines”.
Why
won’t
“receivers”
identify
themselves, as with the Spectrum producers
of “the so-called word”? BECAUSE THEY
REFUSE TO TAKE RESPONSIBILITY FOR
THEIR OWN PARTICIPATION. They are no
different than a quack speaker on a stage or
podium presenting their interpretation of
what has been presented in TRUTH—OR THE
LIE! THERE CAN BE NO CREDIBILITY IF
THERE IS NO IDENTIFICATION OF THE
PRESENTER—PERIOD.
I remind Dharma/Doris of this fact as long,
long ago Little Crow sat and said of Sipapu
Odyssey writing: YOU must take your
responsibility and the sooner you do that the
faster we can accomplish our purpose.
Several years later he sat again in what we can
literally call “council” and said: “You must take
responsibility for that which you present, for source
is ALL there is—but what ‘we’ present is on our
heads and shoulders.” Wisdom? Perhaps the whole
of everything resides in such as the Wisdom of Little
Crow or within the Sacred Hill Within.
What IS the expression of that which is life?
It is, by its very reality, the BREATH of life.
And, furthermore, when the breathing is difficult
it is wondrous to have some support from the
brother who KNOWS all things OF GOD can
be accomplished and that “next breath”
determines “life” or “death” of the body and
passage of the soul.
So, with bombs bursting on the streets below
and the pressures of the adversary to destroy,
stop or maim the very flow of goodness, we
must take stock of that which IS. If there is a
word of wisdom, here it is: “Keep on breathin’.”
When you KNOW your purpose and your goal,
if you just “keep on breathin’” you SHALL get that
job in focus, accomplished.
As always, when the heart is heavy and
lonely and the tears are welling from the heart to
the eyes and overspilling—the Eagle delivers.
I ask to share because you all try to escape reality
and Truth while you go about your maze called living.
Please see if you can sit quietly and read this, or record
it—AND GET YOUR BALANCE IN REALITY.
I am asked why I don’t better identify “Little
Crow” as to his real name? His REAL name is
Little Crow! That which WAS a “Carl Bryant”
no longer is. Little Crow bears the teachings of
the Oral Tradition of your ancient selves, good
readers. A man in some physical format is
inconsequential—except that he, too, must live
and BREATHE just as do YOU.
Why isn’t Little Crow, then, doing THIS task?
Why should he? IT IS NOT IN HIS JOB
DESCRIPTION; IT IS IN “YOURS”.
[QUOTING The Gathering, November/
December 2000, Little Crow:]
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CROW’S CORNER
It is funny how we as human beings have been
conditioned to put labels on everything we think, say
and do. What follows, of course, are the pat
answers that have been created in the same
manner to explain the same. Now if you didn’t get
that, go back and read it again.
It seems that the need to go back and read it
again, or go back and say it again, has been our
solution to the attempts to define what our lives are
about, or even more so, what and who God is.
So is it any wonder that as I write this, it becomes
apparent that what I have come to believe becomes
more focused with every breath? I think not.
As we enter the year 2001, consider these
possibilities:
God is breath.
God enters all things of creation with every breath.
With each gift of breath given by God there is
a choice as to how to use the same breath.
We must be accountable for the choices we
make as to how we use the breath: acts, words,
deeds, thoughts, etc.
To be accountable is also to be responsible for
our choices.
The choices we have made have brought our
lives to the point we find them at this very moment.
NOW FOR THE BIG ONES!
All things are of God, by God, for God!
What that means is that God’s predatory selfinterest (PSI) runs in all things of creation, from the
seen to the unseen.
God’s PSI dictates that everything that God does
is out of “the need” to feel good about itself.
And I ask, “What’s wrong in feeling good about
oneself?” Isn’t that what this is all about anyway?
We search for power because we believe that
power will bring us freedom. And when we can’t
find power in one place we will look somewhere
else, which often means trying something new.
So for 2001, why not consider something really
new and yet as old as dirt. That like God, everything
we do is out of our need to feel the very best we
can about what it is we have done or are doing.
So is power freedom or is freedom power? Or are
they the same thing only in a different form? Either
way, the next time you say you are doing something for
someone, just what limits are you placing on your
efforts? Think about the unlimited effort you put into
things that you consider “just for me” things.
These are not new questions, but rather
questions that have come around again in the hoop.
MITAK, Little Crow
[END OF QUOTING]
“EVERY TIME I BREATHE, I’M IN THE
PRESENCE OF GOD.”—Little Crow
SO, WHERE ARE YOU EVERY TIME YOU
BREATHE?
WHY DO I NOW SPEAK OF “LITTLE
CROW”?
Because when the dust settles and we achieve
our goals, we must move on in the Truth of
WISDOM and, yes, in such as Sipapu Odyssey,
and what follows on after the “deaths” of such as
Wally Gentleman and A.C. Ekker, comes the picking
up of the baton to see to it that the play is produced.
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It is integrally Native American in its very title.
“Sipapu” is a term used for the road or entry/exit
into the Spirit world. It is perhaps more a Hopi
word in itself but it is within all original people’s
recognition. By the way, “people” or “human
people” ARE GIVEN FORTH BY THESE
ANCIENT “PEOPLE”.
If you think the Native Tribesmen are
“uncivilized”—you had best take a good long, hard
look at yourselves TODAY in your “civilized” world
of distraction and destruction. Remember that the
natives have also come a long way from the
perfection they once represented—thanks, mostly, to
you “civilizers”.
Sipapu Odyssey needs, yea, is intended, to be
made right where it was originally planned and will
be adequately staffed when the time is
appropriate—and it would appear to me today, even
more than in 1986, that it would be pretty much a
“major” Native American project. Oh, yes, indeed,
there will be resources and placements of sovereign
industries and capability. Is it not time to close down
the monopoly of mind-warping industries held tightly in
the manipulative control of the adversary himself?
The other major holders of rights to Sipapu
Odyssey are still around and, yes, right within the
family itself, called Ekkers.
Little Crow is also a proprietary contributor to
the very story itself and perhaps all have grown in
realization enough to find the point in this little
dissertation here and now.
All prior and appropriate parties to the ongoing
preparations can be shifted satisfactorily to allow a
joint venture of inconceivable (perhaps at the
moment) magnitude and brotherhood.
Oh, yes, indeed, these things shall come to pass
into reality of manifestation. It is time to break the
bindings of the monopolists and manipulators.
Do you realize that all you actually need to
accomplish this deed is “funding”? Should the
adversary have all that funding? WHY MUST
GOD ALWAYS BE SHORT BECAUSE YOU
GIVE ALL YOUR ALLEGIANCE AND
FUNDING TO THE ENEMY?
You HAVE “the” way, chelas, but as the old
saying goes: “You kill the goose who bears the
golden eggs.” Furthermore, you EAT the SEED
grain in the moment and have no crops to sustain
life. Is this the “way of man”? No, it has
BECOME the way of manipulated enslaved man
who has no mind longer for thought and creativity—
only zombies staggering down a path to nowhere.
A MESSAGE TO DR. JOHN COLEMAN
I only have this method to get a message to both
my team and to John.
Your plight is recognized. Inability to assist in
the moment is NOT DENIAL OF GOD for
assistance. The hospital BILL “can” wait and we
shall break through the barriers into accomplishment.
I am sorry for the staggering necessity of
“concern”—for each and every responsible “man”
must attend that which IS. However, there is no
ability to assist from the source as asked, at this
time. We must not damage “the goose” at egglaying time and the old laying “goose and gander”
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are unable to respond in the moment. The chick
(gosling?) is ready to hatch and it is going to look
exactly like a “Phoenix”. CREATOR BLESSES
OUR WAY! And, yes, gives breath sufficient to
make the race possible.
I remind everyone to treasure that “breath”,
even to that which is used for speaking—for your
speech is reflective of breath itself and the words
presented by that very breath can save or destroy.
The tongue is ever more destructive an organ
through the lungs with breath itself than all the
damning wars fought on the fields of ignorance.
Ah, but the words are now formed without
breath—just fingers. So how do you realize when
the transition was flawed, as in that which came to
pass against my “speaker-translator”? When the
ones who stole the paper, claimed “the word” and,
yea, even my own presence—without audible
speaking. I SPEAK! I PRESENT! And those
such as John Coleman have experienced WITH
ME through my communication resource. I remind
you that when you turn into and within the LIE, you
are trapped until you realize your errors.
Will you damage the “testors” who turned you
away from Truth? No, for they might well have
opportunity to awaken themselves.
Will our people be able to carry the load?
Well, what are the alternatives? You ARE “our
people”! Therefore, the answer rests upon
YOUR shoulders, not ours.
NOW TO RON K.
Son, you are in the right ball game, just a
caution about the ball park.
GAIA needs the focus of international capability
in a place such as a city, i.e., Las Vegas where
travel is easy and offices are available.
This does NOT mean that interim connections
can’t be worked out or bargaining put underway.
The reference you consider is IDEAL. We have
spoken with Harley and Louis about opening a
major hub in Las Vegas and they even chuckled
and said, “and in Laughlin [NV]”.
You have all the qualifications needed and
could serve in any location—if you get support
NOW, the building can be accomplished from
and through the relationship established now.
I don’t wish to discuss this in this open forum
but we too need ways of connecting to establish
recognition of our ongoing ideals and manifestation.
I honor the very basic establishment brought
through Laughlin & Associates of years ago as
being right up front in the use of corporations and
Nevada business resources. And, progressive
growth is always a good foundation upon which to
build if there are visionary people aboard.
Please understand, you who feel pressured
and with no way out or no solutions to those
problems—you are incorrect, for THERE ARE!
WE WANT GOOD “BUSINESS”, NOT
SPACE-CADET FOCUS OF SOME KIND.
GOOD BUSINESS REFLECTS SPIRITUAL
GOODNESS—AND, THEREFORE, RELIGION
ENTERS NOT THE EQUATION.
Eventually, you must understand that wherever
you are located, you will need a branch in Las
Vegas (even preferable to Reno) whereat you can
have corporate facilities. That means facilities for

temporary office staffing, computer centers and you
What might I mean in that observation? Let us
name it, for international corporations who have need look a “Christmas” message penned by Peggy
of travel to their corporate offices.
Shackelton to share with our crew.
There will need be, eventually, whole office
[QUOTING Christmas, December 2000:]
structures to relieve the individual corporations of the
incredible load of governmental and local
CHRISTMAS
requirements to see to needs and requirements. It
Radiant,
will be an entire “industry” in itself. Moreover,
shining
in
true innocence
where there is the agent/agency, there often needs
earned through eons
to be more than just an office package—as business
of painful journey,
people need actual offices and staff to service their
Our Christ Self faces us
necessities, legal needs and typical office
assures us,
requirements. Dream BIG because in “reality” it
welcomes us.
will be much bigger. The point is to “find the need
The once-cradled Christ,
and fill it”, and that begins and ends with the ideas,
now perfected Light,
ideals and manifestation of the THOUGHT.
stands before us,
the Promise Fulfilled.
AMUSING THINGS STILL HAPPEN
Out of the cave
of the heart
Ekkers just got an offer to buy a building FOR
Mind emerges
a group to the South of here. They will give us
permeated with compassion,
offices for GAIA “if you will pay the rent, Sir.”
empowered with divinity.
Number one, we may well need help but we
This is Who We ARE,
neither need nor want, at this time, an office, a
Christed in this One-ness.
building or a new expense. But, this is the
perception of any who want the task done FOR
We gaze at this ONE, awed.
them. No thank you. We are NOT “doing
Trembling with recognition,
business” in this place—we have our corporate
pulled beyond resistance,
home in Las Vegas, Nevada, U.S.A.—in good
for resistance and separation
standing. We are no-profile there in Nevada at this
have done their required work,
time to stop the mishandling of our very corporation
we rush into the offered embrace
through poor management of our business
and merge, at last,
presentation by the lack of ethical management of
into dynamic peace.
our corporation placement itself. We will never have
Faith transmutes to JOY.
such disadvantage again, having learned the hardest
Evidence incontrovertible!
and most painful way possible to the experiencing
human, of betrayal—still ongoing. We still have the
WE ARE THAT!
loss of some $12 million which had to be
For this we have journeyed here.
cancelled and has subsequently been rendered
For this HOME exists.
“useless”—through the games of NCH, corporate
agent/agency, along with carelessness of
And so,
participants who failed to send to the correct
in the arena of space and time,
address. Is this sad? Well, sad is perchance an
where we labored and waited,
understatement compared to say, “devastating”, but
hoped and doubted,
it IS a lesson learned—perhaps the hard way, which
gathering
essential experiences
brings notice to any of the ones playing foolish
toward our birth in TRUTH AND LOVE,
games. Many such strange things will continue to
Christmas celebrates
happen; it is the mystery of God and Life.
the
Reality of our identity,
I can only remind you, friends, that a walking
and we serve...
journey is made one step at a time—and as one is
wise, loving, Will-empowered...
taken, the things of that moment are confronted as
as Sons of God.
in the “now”. When you try to cross all the bridges
before reaching them—you will often find there is
Peggy Shackelton, December 2000
no bridge left to cross the river. It also bears
reminding that if you always conduct yourself
[END OF QUOTING]
and that which you do in such an open and
Do you see that to celebrate the Christmas of
honorable manner in integrity that you can
stand before the confronters with Truth instead Self, there is no special day required, no wrong
of Fear of the assault itself, you shall overcome birthdates or meanings and no space or time
the negative experience quite nicely WITHIN. required?
This requires no shame, for there is no pride
What do I suggest as an attitude? “Hey, I CAN
do this!” And if you wobble a bit: “Hey up there, as recognized by the living beings. There is selfI need help down here.” Then stop, look and worth, value and expression both within and
LISTEN. I also suggest you grab a tight hold on without—extended into eternity by the very
that “Christness” within and present in the breath of life itself.
Are YOU alone? Oh, no, WE are many and all
KNOWING radiance—to give you “the needed
ONE in the same. All fragments contribute to the
words” or shut the mouth if appropriate.
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whole, even though there appears to be negative
impact and presentation. Without that “whole”,
there could be no purpose or attainment. This is
why you are suggested to honor another as self and
love and appreciate even your worst enemy—for
through that cause to grow and survive, you grow in
strength beyond the adversary’s ability to do more
than “annoy”. Without the interchange and
experiences as ARE, you would fail to meet that
“other” who is necessary to the success of mission.
When you are caused to walk through the fires
of hell by the assaults against you, I suggest you
take a long, hard look about you. Why might you
need to grow in strength to move beyond the
moment and stand the storms? Perhaps you hold a
great purpose beyond the moment? (???) You are
a PART of the WHOLE—so I remind you—LOOK
AROUND YOU. WHAT ARE THE GIFTS LEFT
IN YOUR STEWARDSHIP, FROM CHILD TO
VISION? It will help you, perhaps, to realize that
there is CAUSE to expect the protection you
hold—IF you maintain your Truth. YOU must
make the way for those children placed in YOUR
CARE, for they shall have to guide this world after
you pass your way. This often requires choices of
mammoth decisions.
WHAT WE DO HERE SHALL DETERMINE
HOW THINGS WILL BE FOR THOSE WHO
COME AFTER US. LET US NOT FAINT
ALONG THE WAY BUT BE SUSTAINED BY
THE VERY LIGHT AND TRUTH THAT WILL
LIGHT OUR CHILDREN’S WAY. IN THIS
REALIZATION YOU CAN BE SUSTAINED
THROUGH ALL STORMS AND IN THE FACE
OF ANY CRISIS.
I just have to keep rewriting the verses already
presented: [QUOTING:]
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Please recognize a difference in the terms
“mystery” and “mystical”. Mysticism may well
delve into the mysterious at a level of magical
expectation or puzzling incomprehension.
However, a “mystery” is only “mysterious” until
revealed, as in “answer” (to the mystery).
Therefore, God may well be “mysterious” and his
wonders equally “mysterious”—but they are not
ACTUALLY mystic nor of mysticism.
Have fun with your mystics, psychics and
astrologers but KNOW that in ALL CASES,
YOU ARE THE ONE WHO DETERMINES
AND/OR CREATES YOUR JOURNEY. Use
tools provided but know that YOU ARE THE
MIRACLE, not a star, not a god, not the illusion.
Magic by its very definition IS AN ILLUSION.
We do not need “magic”—we need to unravel the
mysteries and find the reality of our expression.
Dharma claims no selective ownership of one,
Hatonn, my friends. There are thousands who
have served even my continued journey and
participation from the onset of your accounting.
Some are valid, other presenters are perchance
p r e t e n d e r s —T A K E T H E M E S S A G E , T H E
MESSENGER AND DISCERN USEFUL
INFORMATION.
In more specific causes, I and my
compatriots use very specific defining
identification so that there is no real
misperception as to who I am and what I am
“about”, nor lack of realization of what is a
specific focus or project. Those who use
those labels specific to this mission as their
own presentation, err and mislead as they are
manipulated by the dark brotherhood of mindmechanics.
There are thousands of years of my direct
teachings reaching down from the thousands of
If you can live
years past—and there is no need to steal from
the life that you believe in
another to have your own connection. If you do
you will have everything you
so, you have only stolen a lie—of and
need to reach your dream.
representing yourself. Is it not time that some of
the children demanding to be in the negative
Just look into your heart
game of “getcha”—GROW UP AND GET
and you’ll find confidence in
THEIR OWN LIFE? PARASITES ARE THOSE
yourself that will make each
WHICH LIVE OFF THE BLOOD-SOURCE OF
challenge easier to face...
ANOTHER.
SOME GRAB THE VERY
BREATH OF ANOTHER IN AN ATTEMPT TO
You’ll discover the hope
BOTH DESTROY THE OTHER AND CLING
that will keep you believing...
TO SOME KIND OF HUMAN EXPERIENCE
you’ll find an inner strength
FOR SELF. These guilty parasites even have to
that will help you past obstacles...
exist in the same place as the genuine beings—
and you’ll see the happiness
because they have no place nor strength to even
that’s waiting for you
function elsewhere. They continue to live off the
if you keep trying...
ROOT which is now severed, for the TREE has
moved while the suckers remain suctioned to the
The struggle for any dream
dying shell. This IS, however, the way of
is always worth the effort,
cowards and thieves. And, yes, look around you
for in the struggle lies its
and you will recognize a LOT of these mistletoe
strength and fulfillment...
flukes hanging around trying to kill the TREE
upon which they have lived and now die. The
If you listen to your heart
facts are that they are NOT WANTED
you will reach your dream.
anywhere, much the less, else-where.
They don’t seem to realize that there is actually
[Larry S. Chengges—shared by Lester no blood in a tree—ONLY SAP.
Kieler, New Zealand.]
So, what will YOU do or how will YOU live?
[END OF QUOTING]
“God will always do what you ask of it—in
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order to get you to do what God asks.”—Little
Crow, 10/20/00
Could I refer to Tehachapi, California, U.S.A.?
Well, look around and you will find the focus of
THIS MISSION—in Manila, Philippines and our
address in the U.S. is in Nevada as always. The
participation places are even empty today with a
house which has vacant eyes and no heart—
remaining as symbols of the dirty ticks, lies and
deception of OTHERS, whom also have been
damaged through the antics and claims of a few.
Now, consider this: Until YOU stop this very
type of parasitism as is presented by the greedgrabbers, you shall find unrest—for the soul
knows the WRONGS it allows even if the heart
hardens itself in its efforts to hide from TRUTH.
And when you start thieving MY very being, you
might wish to reconsider. I do not bless those
who break the very word or laws of GOD. I will,
however, allow their antics for the value of the
learning experience of those who must carry this
GIFT OF LIGHT DOWN THIS CHOSEN
PATHWAY. GOD ALLOWS! Man avows—
usually incorrectly.
It is much like the participants in the
impeachment trial of Estrada—the ones who
thought they pulled off a skirmish win—LOST
THE WAR. They are now “finished” as the light
turns upon their antics and their own pay-offs
and kick-backs. They have to [try to] keep Erap
in power because he is THE SOURCE OF
THEIR VERY LIFE-STYLES AND PAYOFFS.
Oh, WOW! But there is now a bigger problem—
the game is over either way (in power or out of
office). The game masters don’t like the game
players to win—just as Satan operates!
Will there be leaders with strength enough to
move forward? YES.
Appreciation to Little Crow can be routed to:
American Indian Church, 13671 Glendora, Garden
Grove, California 92643, U.S.A.
Satan has pretty much had a “field-day” for a
couple of eons—so we enter the TIME OF
GOD. Let us grow and stand tall in the evolvement
of a better species of souled mankind. And no, do
not talk “Human” which indicates “humane” and
“honorable”—for human has been the most
destructive, dastardly species ever to run rampant
across the perfection of the universe. What man
does now is destroy himself and that upon which
has birthed him. So be it, but it is now OUR turn
at play. This in itself indicates that it will be
established and brought forth in a very oriented
physical manifestation, so that man can understand
and find his way in dignity and participation.
Make an effort to reach beyond the moment
of whatever might distress the senses and gain
the LIGHT of KNOWING that this shall be
accomplished because this time GOD AVOWS
and we must allow that wondrous unfolding.
Those who disagree and think you can dump the
load of “what’s wrong” while destroying those
with the wherewithal in truth to “fix the wrongs”,
woe be unto you—for you shall not long flourish
in your ignorant antics.
And to Diane and Jack: Hold strong, for the
“sapsuckers” will poison themselves—they
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already have done so.
Do we want to destroy, say, NCH? No,
indeed, justice shall be noted and perhaps we will
simply purchase the company and make that the
Las Vegas “branch” to be established—sans the
parasites.
Walk in beauty that the things of life might
flow and flourish and that you will have left a
legacy worthy of the perfection of God for having
passed your way. You have strength you
haven’t even begun to tap. Love one another
that you do not isolate self from the wonders
which lay ahead. Our journey must be in Truth
and in honor and the other which dwells in the
shadows and dark passages will pass away.
Can we “save” those “passing” away? WHY?
In love and understanding in the THOUGHT
OF GOD.
Salu, Old Hatonn
You see, it matters not what I call myself!
You KNOW who I AM and I do not have to sell
you a line of silly hogwash to prove my Lighted
presence or message. Ponder it. A lie told a
thousand times or ways changes it NOT. All
must be ready at the starting gate, my friends,
lest the horses be disqualified. And if you can
study this a bit, you will find that “the basis of
recognition is acceptance”. This is another wise
word from L.C. for your realization. And, you’ll
walk alone—only if you choose to do so.
Dharma

there simply are not enough rubbish containers to
longer hold it all.
This is getting to already be a pending problem
looming before you for facilities are absent to handle
hundreds of thousands of hungry and defecating
humans. And, yes, there are thousands more people
to descend on the city today! Tired, dirty and
hungry people are going to be difficult to “contain”.
Or, will the masses simply wear themselves out
and go back to their palaces or hovels (depending)
while “Oh, welling...”?
IT DOES NOT NEED BE THIS WAY!

1/19/01—#1 (14-156)
RE: PUBLIC NOTICE & INSTRUCTIONS
FOR BEST OUTCOME
IN THIS MOMENT OF CHAOS
CAN COME ORDER
AND POSITIVE CHANGE
Hatonn—There is reluctance of finger-tapping
this morning as events unfold on the streets
throughout the Philippines. What happens when the
shouting stops? Who will be “in”? Who will be
“out”? Who are the losers? Who wins?
There is no win or lose in a circumstance
where energies have blown to massive expansion
in what was first considered a game, still is
considered some kind of activity game, but who
are now building to a “mass trance formation”
(thank you, Cathy O’B.).
Today the push will begin to grow even louder
to March in a showing of numbers to Malacañang
(the “White House”) Palace to confront the
“King”. What will be confronted are the proPresident demonstrators, police, and backup
military “guards”.
Why do you have to do these things?
Because the people do not know what ELSE to
do or who to follow to salve the wounds and
rebuild a dying or dead nation.
The people are spending days in the humid
heat of the streets of Manila in now new piles of
garbage from their own hands dumped where the
person stands or marches as they leave it to the
“cleaners” to attend the rubbish. No, people,

NO NEED FOR GAIA PUBLICITY
E.J., I ask that you present to any leadership
callers the fact that we not only ask privacy—but,
yea, demand it. In this privacy there is POWER for
the PEOPLE themselves and security for our
“messengers”. There is already enough contest and
confusion.
When the people out there learn that, in
addition to hidden evidence, THE VERY GAIA
SUPPORT HAS BEEN DELIBERATELY
DENIED THEM, THIS WILL EXPLODE AS
THE WORD SPREADS—YES, EVEN
THROUGH THOSE TEXT PHONES.
Senator Tatad MET PERSONALLY with GAIA
personnel two-and-a-half years ago and chose to
deprive the people of that which would have negated
the terrible poverty today present.
This can be good if handled in an organized
manner offering solutions and hope while the ones
who have hidden the assets are put into the spotlight.
But THIS must be done by Filipinos FOR
FILIPINOS!
Briefly, to the leadership and how to use our
supporting assets: “Don’t ask and don’t tell,” is the
very approach. Just USE, demand respect and use
of the assets immediately and TELL THE PEOPLE
“THE CAVALRY HAS ARRIVED!”
There need be no further notice to the U.S.—for
notice has been served and we will lodge another
NOTICE immediately. How can this be done?
USE the assets immediately and as are. There is no
call on the U.S. FOR ANYTHING. With the
program in whole, there is no need to even consider
lodging said deeds but simply utilized as reserves as
in ANY U.S. Treasury paper. There is no call for
cash-out.
The United States of America, however, is
SUPPOSED TO HAVE FULL COVERAGE OF
ALL
OUTSTANDING
DEBT
HERE
PRESENTED, IN GOLD RESERVES. THERE
NEED BE NO COLLAPSE OF ANY
CURRENCY
OR
ECONOMY—ONLY
ENHANCEMENT THEREOF.
Put the deeds in the banks, use them as reserves
and run them through the Central Bank who uses
the new reserves to dispatch currency, and loans.
The commitment is instantly to back the new
reserves with GOLD and, therefore, the bank is
totally secured without moving a finger on a phone
dial.
Every banking institution can instantly be brought
into security and the reserves will allow the
monetary currency to be presented WITHOUT
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INFLATION OF ANY KIND.
Would there need be some upfront support
FUNDS? Yes, of course, especially in the interim
of the PEOPLE being able to use their own backup
project funds. You must STABILIZE before you
can settle to present full plans for restructuring.
And THIS can be with or without the entities
hanging about in limbo—such as Erap Estrada.
Erap has been in holding of GAIA assets for
two-and-a-half years and so has the Central Bank.
I further suggest that Senator Legarda-Leviste
be reminded that GAIA persons met with her
husband and herself when calling on the Palestinian
consulate under the direction of Mr. Leviste. This
too was over two years past. However, it should be
noted that in that very meeting Mr. Leviste spoke
with then-Central Bank Governor, Singson, and
reported: “Singson said, use it and you don’t need me
involved unless it gets so big as to be out of control.”
GAIA has structured outlay of use to never be “out
of control” unless in an intentional demand for
collection—should that become necessary.
There are a lot of “sealed” envelopes
regarding this GAIA fund as established and
USED by the highest leadership of the U.S.
Government.
Perhaps a lot of “sealed
envelopes” should be opened around the globe.
A good place to start would be the hidden
documents, signed, sealed and used, of referenced
certificate turned contract: Bonus 3392-181. It
IS! It cannot be denied even should it be
stonewalled or efforts made to negate same.
There is no intent nor suggestion of doing
anything to upset the stability of the U.S. or to do
anything other than bring about more stability for
same. The new administration in the United
States SHOULD REALIZE THIS ASSET MORE
THAN ANY OTHER, SINCE “FATHER”
GEORGE BUSH, BENTSEN AND OTHERS
INSIDE THE LOOP OF NEW ORGANIZERS
AND DIRECTORS OF THE GOVERNMENT
FIRST VALUED IT AND AUTHORIZED IT.
ALAN GREENSPAN OF THE FEDERAL
RESERVE WAS INTEGRALLY INVOLVED
AND DID, IN FACT, ACTUALLY MEET
WITH THE THEN OWNER OF THIS ASSET,
RUSSELL HERMAN.
When I call for “privacy”, I mean that for “our
people”—not the asset. The asset stands alone and
we don’t need any alien dancers on the stage to
distract the people from their mission in progress.
You do not need bloodshed—YOU NEED JOBS.
And yes indeed, you CAN simply bypass the
impeached leadership and settle the accounts later
as the people are fed, clothed and mended.
There doesn’t need to be any big flourish other
than “we have it under control” as to budgets and
financial support. You can call it “from foreign
sources” or whatever is chosen—BUT THE
PEOPLE WILL BUILD THEIR OWN
RECOVERY. Try it and you will like it!
Now, for a sample “Notice”. I ask that it be
signed and sealed as have been the prior Public
Notices so that there are meetings of the regulations
and legal requirements.
Thank you, GCH
dharma
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GLOBAL ALLIANCE INVESTMENT ASSOCIATION
PUBLIC NOTICE
January 19, 2001
This notice will be construed as a continuation of compliance with provisions necessary to establish
presumed fact (Rule 301, Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, and attending State rules). All interested parties
have failed to rebut any given allegation or matter of law addressed herein. The position will be construed
as adequate to requirements of judicial notice, thus preserving fundamental law. A true and correct copy of
this Public Notice is on file with and available for inspection at the newspaper CONTACT which is responsible
for publishing the instrument as a legal notice.
This document is to notify interested parties to Global Alliance Investment Association (GAIA) of intent to immediately
render assistance to the Philippine PEOPLE adequate funds through GAIA for stabilizing the financial institutions and
businesses that they might recover from circumstantial losses through international political interference and intervention.
GAIA assets have been duly validated and have been presented and notice accepted by the international parties who
OWE the DEBT thereof.
This notice is being run as a courtesy and public notice of intent to use said assets, becoming recognized this day,
January 19, in the Year of the Lord, 2001.
GAIA demands the right of privacy to all involved persons or institutions, but will serve, equally, any authorities
or valid representatives of any nation, people or valid business projects.
GAIA is an alliance association, ready, willing and able to serve the global community. GAIA holds rights
to claim immediate use of funds from this debt unpaid to date against interest accrued and based on hard
commodity: gold bullion, coin, or any derivative physical thereof.
GAIA stands, further, ready, willing and able, to make concessions and offer “time” allowance to acquire collateral
and will seek all avenues available to establish the gathering in of said hard assets so as not to extend the pain and
misery of the people.
We have offered to support the nation of the Philippines and, furthermore, to not interfere with such institutions as
the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank operations, or the Federal Reserve or U.S. Treasury.
While the Filipino people have slept, massive sums of funds have been paid as kickbacks from the
International cartels, bankers and, yes, the IMF, directly and indirectly to the President of the Philippines and as
well through laundering money on criminal (under the shelter of law) activities of drug trafficking, smuggling of
goods and arms and other widespread kickback operations.
We have NO INPUT to these dealings and make no claim or offer to interact on those activities. These things must
be left to the national systems and people of any specific nation or people.
We make this offer at the request of the former holder of these assets as documented and validated, at the owner’s last bequest.
This very offering shall be offered and can be recognized as an international resource with allowance credit to the
United States of America now making some restitution to those damaged through untoward activities prior to now.
There is a continuing commitment on the part of GAIA to maintain and respect all agreements. However, there will
now be a further attempt to negotiate use for domestic U.S.A. through the various states thereof.
FURTHER RESOLVED that a copy of the stamped document returned by the Recorder of Clark County, Nevada
will be included as a part of each information package provided to DEEDholders.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have executed and sealed this authorization as of the date hereof.
DATED and signed AT Makati, Manila, the Philippines and at Las Vegas, Nevada by Ron Kirzinger, this 19th day of January 2001.
___________________________
E.J. Ekker, President & Director

_____________________________
Doris Ekker, Secretary & Director

____________________________________________
Ronald Kirzinger, Executive Vice President, Witness
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New Realizations At
This Time Of Integration
1/14/01—#1 (14-151)
RE: POSSIBILITIES IN “EVERYTHING”; ONLY
IDEAS SEEM TO BE MISSING
WORKING IN THE DARK
Hatonn—I want to stop having my people work in
the dark, for YOU ALL must do this job. I want you
people who are on my teams to keep us informed about
every tid-bit you find in the adversary’s court. You want
answers and you want them from HEAVEN? No thank
you. We need to know the status of every member of
the adversary’s crew, including the status of such as
Cort and Jenny, Brent and Theresa. This is NOT gossip,
people, this is intelligent wisdom in KNOWING. How
can you possibly confront your enemies (self-proclaimed
against you) if you don’t bother to find out anything? I
can promise you that they KNOW ALL ABOUT YOU
AND FREELY MAKE UP WHAT THEY CHOOSE TO
USE AGAINST YOU. IF YOU ACT UNWISELY YOU
ARE AT DISADVANTAGE, FOR SATAN’S CREW
DOES NOT SLEEP. But, that is their very downfall—
IF YOU WAKE UP.
Further, if errors appear in anything, we need to
know but not on the basis of one against another but on
FACTS presented. If my people are to base a
conclusion on incorrect data—there is no way to reach
a correct conclusion and most “arguments” actually have
NOTHING to do with this Manila team. And yet, they
are often treated as the ones to take the ultimate load of
responsibility when they actually are often not given even
the proper numbers in discussion but then are considered
somehow as the higher-up “hierarchy” as one is played
“against” another.
I, Hatonn, am NOT going to be your fortuneteller,
your solution-master and jack-of-all-trades or input. If
you don’t want to work with us, then all you have to do
is say so and we will either let it go or seek other
relief—we FORCE NO ONE TO ANYTHING, FOR
THAT IS NOT OF GOD. Some of you people alienate
selves to the extent that you have no resources for
finding out anything taking place, while what you
DON’T KNOW is hurting you terribly.
I know that ultimately none of you have THE job you
think you want—but remember that the JOB YOU WANT
must have a training period and that often takes “time” and
“space” statesmanship. Stop being self-centered but rather
be in “love of self”. When you stop demanding that
someone ELSE present your needs—you will learn what
is meant by true “self-esteem” and “self-love”.
I want all of you to think of something and really
look at what has come about on your world—for the
aeons past. Satan and his troopers NEVER LOSE
SIGHT OF THEIR GOALS OR THEIR CUNNING,
SHREWD MANIPULATIONS—GOD’S PEOPLE JUST
GIVE UP AND JOIN THE RANKS OF THE VERY
OPPOSITION ITSELF—OH, WELL... The movement
is often so subtle as to be a misunderstanding or dislike
of another’s personality that affronts you. Please, in my

defense: I must deal with all such nasty personalities—
even if they be yours—to achieve balance and successful
conclusions to our tasks—AND, YES, INDEED, I DO
EXPECT AS MUCH OF YOU. Insulting the “other” at
every opportunity is certainly NOT a solution and neither
is sarcastic sparring over that which is but a distraction at
best. We are all TRYING (a very good word here) and
yet we go in circles instead of solving the problems. I will
get more laid forth as we go, here in this very writing.
Now friends, YOU are going to have to sort ideas.
Let’s make an effort to get over that first hurdle.
However, I am not going to write a whole bunch of
individual possibilities, for the world is very, very large,
my friends. Therefore, I must refer to specific people
just to get a point across.
I will start with Sipapu Odyssey. NO, it is not
suitable to take that story and start shifting it off to South
Africa or lower Borneo—until we have decided how to
overcome the demise of the Producer-Director, Wally
Gentleman and the logistics manager, A.C. Ekker. It is
simply not up for distribution. This does NOT mean
that the backup facilities are cast aside, for it is fully
expected to bring forth new resources for what is fed to
the people instead of the garbage-load dumped on the
public NOW. Certainly, you can note that garbage in,
garbage out is the final result of conditioned training
through the tri-media.
Remember that we had/have Little Crow, Van Noy,
and even the “arranger” of such productions as Shaka
Zulu where thousands of players (indigenous) had to be
brought together for that incredible motion picture.
I am, however, very pleased to see that our team has
come up with Alceone’s downstream potential. Since
funding seems to be planned to come from this same
source, however, I find that we need to retain control of
the original Sipapu Odyssey. As the “world turns” there
will be such a flood of possibilities as to be staggering,
so let us not push the river as to that which is already
under proposal while overlooking possibilities which are
ever present as new realizations. In this it simply
means that production must come from a place where
our other resources can have full support. We don’t
want another Star Trek and the very basic reason for
U.S. location was exactly THAT, the location where the
story ACTUALLY took place. The MIND can only
perceive what it already knows and if you need more
lessons on that—go ask Little Crow. The impact will
NOT be the same for THIS story—coming out of Africa
or anywhere else—AT THIS TIME OF INTEGRATION.
The reasons might well be self-evident. WE HAVE
SPENT WELL OVER A DECADE BUILDING,
SORTING, STRUCTURING AND MAKING A LIST
AND CHECKING IT TWICE!
The point is NOT the story itself; it is the potential
in independent building and development of facilities and
JOBS which becomes the important application to
MANKIND. A picture speaks louder than a thousand
words, perhaps, but you must have something to write
“with” and “upon”. This means that you have to have
a foundation through which and upon which the message
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can be presented.
Just as a “for example”, let us look at the story
Sipapu Odyssey. It has a copyright, movie rights, etc.
If you find that that Journal is on someone’s Internet
offering—it is UNLAWFUL—for no permission has ever
been given for reproduction of that storyline to anyone
except Wally Gentleman. Does anyone hear me? It has
even been claimed in threat and writing and in U.S.
interstate mailings that George Green stated himself, in
his own handwriting, that he “owned copyright to Sipapu
Odyssey”. Oh, how so? That story was copyrighted
PROPERLY in 1986 and later in full “book” copyright.
Dorushka Maerd IS a pen name for Doris Ekker.
As a matter of fact, so too is Gyeorgos Ceres
Hatonn and several other messengers certified and
legally registered as “property of”—so that we would
not have all the receiver claimants who have no
connection whatsoever to these resources. THIS
IS WHY SUCH AS NOREY LATONA AND ED
YOUNG, ALONG WITH RICK MARTIN WILL
NOT IDENTIFY THEMSELVES—NOT EVEN
LONGER AS THROUGH “THOMAS”.
The Wisdom of the Rays books are simply
plagiarisms of the “Rainbow Masters” and that
acknowledgement is made in the first volume of same.
Proof of the takeover is in those very publications that
Spectrum continually advertises as information against us.
It is ALL right there in their own misinformation,
INCLUSIVE of such as Commander Hatonn supposedly
dumping a receiver of many, many years and giving full
authority to Dr. Ed Young who had, of his own
presentation, reached the level of the same authority as
the Teachers on that “other dimensional plane” as in
“direct discourse” and AUTHORITY.
Do YOU want your God to be so fickle as to dump
and discredit a faithful friend to change to other
receivers who STOLE THE PAPER ITSELF WITHIN
WHICH THE DISGRACE IS PROJECTED? Dark
energies? I suggest you consider very carefully what you
do and accept, readers, or you are going to get warped into
“The Queen of England is a Blood-Guzzling Devil
Worshiper”. You cannot see the lie when you ARE the lie.
Meanwhile, WE HAVE A JOB TO GET DONE and
the irritations continue as in a cocklebur under the horse’s
saddle as the lies grow into ulcers and finally infections.
Then comes the whining and tearful moaning of being
persecuted as Rick has written when the floodlight makes
its circle and finds the light shining on the original presenter.
How long can one deceive another? Depends on the
deceived, doesn’t it? Facts are, however, that the liars
KNOW and, therefore, we now find DELIBERATE actions
taking place which are both against the law and the
accepted morality of both the deceiver and the deceived.
DO NOT ASK ME TO REATTACH, FOR
INSTANCE, YOUR ARM WHEN YOU CONTINUE TO
CUT OFF THE NECK. YOU CAN LOSE AN ARM—
YOU CANNOT AFFORD TO LOSE YOUR HEAD
WHEN THE NECK IS HACKED THROUGH.
AH, BUT—ON AN INDIVIDUAL LEVEL...?
Come on, team(s), you have everything you need to
build from WHAT YOU HAVE—but you hesitate because
of insecurity and lack of, yes, IDEAS.
Ron, you were hurt badly by what happened at NCH
while the culprits continued to gain OFF OF YOUR
LABORS. Why would you allow the opportunity of that
recognition to pass you by? You can, yes, begin to build
a small operation to serve your needs but you can’t do
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that instantly nor is THAT what you want to do or how
you want to participate in the “long-run”.
So, simplify your considerations. You need someone
who perhaps already has a system in play and is perhaps
interested in future growth—which potential you DO HAVE.
Contact those who had falling-outs or even suits with
or against NCH and FIND OUT ABOUT THE “FACTS”
AND “WHY” THINGS HAPPENED AS THEY DID. There
are always two sides to any confrontation or there is no
confrontation. And, yes, I have waited for “time limitations”
to expire before even mentioning these potentials.
We are going to have international incorporation
services and somebody is going to make a major business
venture of this very asset. But we must have proper
“control” so that games and trust are NOT broken
“just to make a buck”, as the saying goes.
Let us look at revelations that have come out of just
the miserable mischief of property sheltered in corporate
care. Errors were made but literally unethical hiring,
firing and deceitful dealings were shoved off onto
CLIENTS. This is WRONG and certainly means that we
will NOT make that mistake a second time.
We quarrel over two or three “immediate”
corporation problems and, yes, I did write on the
matter because people DO HAVE OPTIONS... but if
people want to keep their corporations and expect
future use—but there is no tangible gain in the
present—then put them on hold. No one needs TO
DOWNDEAL or even bargain. If you can make your
own arrangements—do so, but if it serves not our own
present needs, which you claim to ultimately assist in
larger programs of participation, we cannot, (nor can an
agent) sustain you—put it aside for the moment—and
LEARN ABOUT INCORPORATION. When you are in
business, you need the backup of an agency certified
and dependable for all the RIGHT REASONS.
To give total credibility and “transparent”
functionality in ALL governmental and banking systems,
we will insist on proper incorporation, registration and all
of the mandated things within the laws of every nation
and every business we involve—period.
We will also need all the backup laws and
regulations for both starting facilities, on-shore or
offshore in capability, and right on down the line of cross
interchange.
But, whoever assists, say, Ron, right now will be
guaranteed of future business of major account and
potential possibilities—while building a substantial service
staff, learning and sharing information, and writing a
manual for services and instructions, etc.
We, as I said, must have ability to incorporate
ourselves in the U.S. in Nevada to shelter every separate
venture undertaken—so that there are NO hidden traps.
That will, in turn, allow the venture partner to also have
set up individual corporations under the same laws and
in Nevada—for their own freedom of movement and
security of business incorporation.
You will note that right now the banksters are making every
effort to gain regulation and control of all the tax-sheltering
offshore service countries and shelters of any kind.
Our program will not involve ability to moneylaunder, etc., because every ounce of gold and every
“dollar” is accounted and money is borrowed against
assets as needed.
This will be as true of “a” government and central
bank as of John Doe slave. In fact, there won’t be
many John Doe slaves locked into the prison of the
slave-masters. That may take a very long time but once
the model is established, it will move rapidly, indeed.

However, MANKIND is going to have to have patience,
first with his brother, stop the outrageous bickering and
fear of someone getting more of “you name it” than you
seem to have. EVERYONE HAS 100% PURE
POTENTIAL. That is a FACT.
However, team, if you kill the goose who holds the
key to the golden egg—you have very narrow
perceptions and, when it all comes from the SAME
place—what think ye? REACH OUT AND TOUCH
SOMEONE AND SEE THAT YOU CAN HAVE MORE
ENLARGING. A lot of people will simply want to
“come home” where they first had HOPE of expanding
their own circles, businesses and goals.
Go find and talk to people, even right in Las Vegas
as a good example, who once were brothers but have
for one reason or another been deceived, misled or are
actually, perhaps, in a position of joining ranks and
moving forward.
Now, what about products? What about them?
If you will get New Gaia “set free”, you don’t even
need to go back to anything questionable as sold before—
but you do have to now restructure while USING THE
FACTS AS ESTABLISHED. CORT CHRISTIE
INCORPORATED THAT LITTLE COMPANY AND
BRENT MOORHEAD WAS THE ACCOUNTINGBOOKKEEPER, TAX PREPARER, ETC., UNTIL THE
RIFT, “AFTER” EKKERS WERE NO LONGER EVEN
IN THE UNITED STATES. LAY IT OUT AND LET
THE DECEIVERS FIND THEMSELVES ON THE LIST
OF PARTICIPANTS AND MANAGERS AND YOU
WILL SEE HOW “TRUTH” WORKS.
If the corporation was not managed well, that is
NOT Diane’s fault nor surely is it Ekkers’, who had
nothing to do with that corporation itself. Even use of
flow was structured by incorporation persons—including
Cort Christie and Brent Moorhead.
I use this as an example because I watch you getting
all pushed out of shape by accusations. TRUTH WILL
SERVE “EVERY” TIME. Cause those prior participants
to testify in a court. Everyone was willing to “take”
from but not even willing to step forward and
acknowledge the FACT that they were responsible for
things—just run away, run away and try to hide behind
resignations, movements without forwarding addresses,
etc. Are the ones who have gone nowhere except to
continue pursuing our programs and projects and now
caught doing the best they can, somehow to be cleared
of responsibilities?
Hard lessons for you “bag holders”? No, they are
THE lessons to be learned and never, NEVER, do other
than transparent business in any dealings—even with
friends you trust as your own breath. You will find that
most often that “breath” is polluted when that other
breather wants to gain in selfish matters.
Furthermore, you who want to threaten or bargain
along the way and suggest that things were surely better
where you “were” than where you “are”, be very careful.
Look in TRUTH at where you were and see if that is
REALLY where you would prefer to be! Anyone can
quit anywhere or any time. The void may well be,
indeed, great but you will find that NO-ONE is totally
indispensable when the Grim Reaper Comes. Each is
crucial or critical to the moment, perhaps, but not in the
overall projection of a manifest global system.
Furthermore, if there is no brotherhood in the “office”,
there is no brotherhood in the world—ponder it, please.
“If a man says, I love God, but says I hate my
brother, HE IS A LIAR.” John 4:20 (Thank you, Twoby.) Moreover, the first thing pertinent here in this is to
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NOT LIE TO SELF.
Now, as to products and potentials. I can note right
now, even before I give Doris a chance to enter her
thank-you, a perfect example of possibilities and potential.
You have in your reading circle one known as Will
Park (Idaho). Will says the following: “I am willing to
buy a ticket and come to Makati City [Manila] and help
if you need me! If not, I’m saving money now to try
and open a health food store.”
Will is a gifted person. He just sent Ekkers a
resupply of the best tea mix available anywhere and from
that base mix, anything can be added for special needs.
Indeed, he has been friends a LONG time and sent this
very essential mix to, yes, Tehachapi. That is not the
point other than to thank Will for staying aboard because
we need him more in that health business than in Makati,
for sure!
Now, if everyone would help settle down New
Gaia’s problems, we could move right into those
resources offered by one such as Will Park. Will also
sent a supply of several other things, including cookies
which are EXCELLENT for the digestive-nervous
system. Used with the ginger tea over here added in
small amounts to Will’s basic tea mix in herbal form, you
have that which is so healing and soothing to the system
as to be quite remarkable. And no, I am not going to
“just share it up” with everyone because it becomes just
another thing to bring us trouble and misery. However,
there is no reason that with outlets and distribution
systems such as we HAD available before the deceivers
did their betraying and lying—we could package and
distribute FROM HIM from his own resource. I further
had Dharma add simple “green tea” and Charantia
(Balsam Pear in the U.S.) because both are needed
EVERY DAY, especially in circumstances where you
people live off devastating junk and caffeine. Caffeine is
actually quite good for you in moderate use but you do
need some buffers (as we presented in the “blocker”
solutions which built in Drias coded with that which you
want to “block” and a base solution as provided by
Wendell Hoffman). (So, if you have forgotten, go get
a supply from Wendell, please.) And yes, LOOK ON
THE BOTTLE IN USE AND STOP PLAYING GAMES.
THAT PRODUCT is the very most basic part of the
products themselves—period—and yet I have not heard
of anyone either “running out” or “getting more”,
although Jack Tulanian was the one in charge. Where
have all the responsible parties flown?
Wendell also has his own label of Gaiandriana and,
yes, indeed, it is valid and good. However, we changed
over the product because George Green had brought
charges against the product which was, in fact, a
product of George Merkle called “Crystal Life”—
CONTAMINATED DELIBERATELY by George Green.
What a backfire that was!
So, can you go back to Crystal Life? Of course,
but Dr. Merkle came to us asking for “live cell
structure” because he had to move into “living cells”
rather than attenuated cell crystals. He didn’t have to go
far because they were already present in one of his
products. But EXPENSIVE beyond ability to use
properly. In fact, it was his demand for market pricing
that caused Gaiandriana to have pricing as presented.
NEVER AGAIN.
Next, when you consider “advantage” deals, realize
WHO and how things were misused and abused.
You HAVE the very trail of events that tells more
than anything else around—the activities of the Spectrum
leadership in the misuse of their corporations—either
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along the way, intentionally, or at the “split” “quite
unintentionally”, it would be assumed.
Structure of contracts, clearly understood, gave
ability it seems to avoid taxes, etc., which later came to
be an act of intentional “evasion”. There were no
“games” played except as were totally ethical, legal and
fully substantiated. Then what happened? When the
split came ONE of the demands was to get their
“corporations” back. Say what? It turned out that
Young, Rick and Charles and perhaps others had left
their corporations in with the other corporations so that
the fees were paid each year by the Institute—or at the
least, by someone else! The demand to identify and
claim through law those certain corporations PROVES
OWNERSHIP, AND THUS EVERY CENT THROUGH
THOSE CORPORATIONS SHOULD BE ACCOUNTED
BY THE INDIVIDUALS IN POINT, IF FOR NOTHING
OTHER THAN TAX REASONS. EVEN “PERKS”
MUST BE ACCOUNTED!
The very reason for using corporations in Nevada
was to do BUSINESS IN NEVADA—and thus no
operations or local business was accepted or presented.
There were/are NO EMPLOYEES and everything
pertaining to California was attended through corporate
structures fully approved and functional in California.
This is just an example—because we want to know
how the now-known corporation owners, i.e.,
Plowshares and Spectrum, are registered and what tax
arrangements have been disclosed for, I repeat, if they
owned those corporations as Dr. Young said, he didn’t
ever get paid—only “the” corporation—BUT HE NOW
OWNS SAME—WHAT OF ALL THOSE YEARS
WHERE IT WAS CONTRACTED TO PAY
CORPORATIONS WHEN, IN FACT, IT WAS TO
SHELTER THE TAKERS OF INCOME? [501 © 3 for
SPECTRUM? They must have lied about its history.]
Oh, I see—Ekkers somehow did it to you? To
them? Who? (???) What did Ekkers have to do with
any of it other than in the beginning to support and fund
Nevada Corporate Headquarters itself—and that was a
“business” of the Phoenix Institute. There was no hanky
panky—it was a business PROJECT.
No wonder, onlookers, that so many of THE
FILES and RECORDS were actually STOLEN along
with other odds and ends such as CONTACT and the
money out of the bank accounts.
And now? Well, a lot of people wait until these
same assaulted parties are expected to somehow work
out solutions for everyone’s problems, financial and
otherwise. NO, it is no longer acceptable, friends. WE
ARE NOT GOING TO JEOPARDIZE THE GOAL
PRODUCT TO STRUGGLE TO KEEP ALLOWING
THE “RUNNERS” TO HAVE NO INCONVENIENCE.
Several people associated got handsomely PAID for their
work, overpaid in many instances considering “time”
involved and, in addition, got their educations paid for
while even having their “sick” days end up on their parttime work days. I repeat, NO; it is NOT acceptable.
And, therefore, you have missing parts of Nixon’s tapes,
shredded files, destroyed files, thieved records, tampered
records and conspiracy among the guilty to blackmail
anyone in the office itself so they wouldn’t ever “tell”.
Do you actually think the big world is any more
definitive than the little office crew?
And, please realize, that when you demand that the
only leadership you will accept is from this keyboard
because you can’t work something out with your
coworkers or participating parties—YOU NEGATE TIME
NEEDED TO GET THIS JOB CONCLUDED PROPERLY,

IN THE PHILIPPINES OR ANYWHERE ELSE.
Yes, each of you should hear me and gain input
directly—but you CANNOT DO THAT WHILE YOU
ARE PLAYING NASTY AND SARCASTIC GAMES
WITH YOUR BROTHER. I certainly will NOT interrupt
your interchanges.
The point is not to gather dirt—but to GATHER
FACTS IN TRUTH. I ASK EACH TO CONSIDER
THAT MUDSLINGING IS A SLIME-GAME WHILE
TRUTH IS UPON WHICH ALL THINGS MUST BE
BASED IN LIVING OR IN A COURT OF LAW.
Further, the betrayal of business trust is so
unethical as to be astounding that any businessman
would indulge in the risks of abuse of that trust.
Is this to teach you to TRUST NO ONE? Perhaps
it is a good place to stop, look and listen—but no, IT IS
TO REMIND YOU TO ALWAYS ACT IN SUCH A
WAY, AND IN TRUTH WITH BACKUP
DOCUMENTATION, THAT YOU DON’T EVEN HAVE
TO CONSIDER “TRUST”, FOR IT SIMPLY “IS”.
Do I want to see any business or person destructed?
NO, just to expose the ones which have prevailed in false
intentions and unethical business practices and yes, that
includes them all who are guilty of such behaviors and
activities. Sometimes that truth confrontation is painful
to those caught in the trap of the deceivers—but freedom
can only come from TRUTH BROUGHT TO LIGHT
SHOWN UPON THE PERPETRATORS.
GETTING THIS JOB DONE
Yes, we shall get this job accomplished. How much
do YOU know about “this” job? Many of you only
know enough to ensure getting into trouble. That is a
frightening thing to those who must keep those necks on
the chop-block with the axe raised.
Our whole thrust is to allow people to rise beyond
“blood-guzzling” Devil worshipers and move into positive
living and growth. But, I think you can see which is the
more popular.
Is this some kind of a “misery” writing? OH, NO,
THIS IS SIMPLY AN “IDEA” OFFERING. You will be
surprised at the positive potential herein.
YOU WILL CREATE EXACTLY WHAT YOU CHOOSE
TO ACCOMPLISH! IT IS A UNIVERSAL LAW.
Now as a final observation: How can you continue
to load on to New Gaia that which is not even feasible?
There are none to create the products, for those are the
things under assault, in “reality”. No one is willing to
take the responsibility, do the work or do anything to
change the predicament of which you all complain. And,
yes, indeed, there must the be HIGHEST of standards
met in all production of anything. Perhaps it just wasn’t
worth it after all—and God always watches to see who
and how his gifts will be received.
Sometimes the orchestra dwindles to a Friday-night
band—but the music can be as sweet—if the players are
willing to face the conductor.
The elderly are exhausted and the young are filled
with FEAR and lack of responsibility in most instances.
No one will walk into the fray without being pushed—
if you have any intelligence at all. However, the
examples we set NOW must be in perfection of intent
and offering and the rest of goodness shall follow in the
new pattern presented. That doesn’t preclude cleaning
up and clearing the debris from the old patterns of rot
and decay.
NOTHING was “fair” or “just” about Ron Carlson’s
circumstances—but it had to take its flow and those are
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the FACTS, not the “druthers”.
I have noted that positive people who are totally
dedicated come to consider the “happenings” as simply
having no alternative. No, there is always a choice and
always an alternative—you just simply GROW to make
those choices which are positive and RIGHT even in the
face of the easier way and it is simply so a part of your
growth as to assume to self that you had no choice.
Blessings upon you! Perhaps Ron can even get close to
those hundreds of thousands of Filipinos in Hawaii???
That is, in fact, where old Philippine Presidents go into
exile—in the best places the U.S. has to offer.
Will Estrada get that kind of wondrous treatment?
Well, perhaps, but when you have simple Mafia-type
criminals at work it is unlikely because the dealings have
been pretty much unsuitable to the bigger “handlers”, be
they Chinese or Americans—or genuine Mafia.
Now get it quite straight, friends, as I have
witnessed people committing adultery, theft, lying and
cheating—ALL IN THE NAME OF GOD—WHILE
USING GOD’S NAME. Yes, it IS my disappointment
but not my right to force—NOR APPROVE. Those
games will come back around to hurt dearly—but usually
when it is TOO LATE.
However, God does not judge and yet he is
overjoyed when those who erred come back into
Truth—and he allows a man to be whatever he WAS—
the point in FACT and TRUTH is what the man is NOW.
And don’t forget that here “man” means generic.
I don’t like to leave you with the assumption of
some kind of “salvation”—for if you want change, you
MAKE CHANGE and if you want to save yourself—then
you just said it—YOU MUST DO THE SAVING. Also
realize that what you want to dump onto someone else
is your salvation—while the term should be redemption
possibilities presented by those who went before. YOU
MAKE THE RULES TO SUIT SELVES AND THEN
WHEN YOU GET DOWN AND OUT—YOU WANT
TO CLAIM SALVATION THROUGH SOME MAGIC
FORM. NO, IT DIDN’T WORK THEN AND IT WILL
NOT WORK NOW. PRETENDING DOES NOT MAKE
REALITY.
I remind you people that it is wise to keep your
friends close—but keep your enemies even closer.
That doesn’t mean that you become either—or hop into
bed with either. For goodness sakes, be aware of the
miracle and perfection which YOU “ARE”.
I would remind those who “turned away” from
some foisted-off disbelief—YOU DIDN’T “BELIEVE”
IN THE FIRST PLACE. “Belief” here is not in some
“people” or “space cadets” or even Cosmic Teachers—
it is: WHERE IS YOUR BELIEF IN GOD CREATOR?
Please don’t wait until God cuts the strings and leaves
you to your consequences—for that is TRUTH in FACT
and REALITY. The operative word in Truth is spelled
GRACE. Grace is not present nor presented if the soul
INTENT is a lie. “Let’s pretend and fool all the people”
is not the key to the kingdom. Truth in right intent is
that which opens the doors to that wondrous Kingdom
to which all aspire but few want to earn.
So, “Life is the pits and then you die”? (Or some
such saying…) NO. Life in a body is what you live in
an experience and then you FACE LIFE. What then is
YOUR perception?
Salu, DAD
Shall you run this or not? What do YOU think?
Perhaps you need to discuss it? Fine, conference and
get the TEAM working, please. Adonai
dharma
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The News Desk
By John & Jean Ray
ISRAEL, PALESTINIAN AUTHORITY
NOW IN “ARMED CONFLICT”
By Arieh O’Sullivan, The Jerusalem Post, 1/11/01
JERUSALEM—Israeli officials have confirmed that
Israel has raised the legal designation of the conflict with
the Palestinians to one short of all-out war.
According to senior officials in the IDF and the
Foreign Ministry, Israel has unilaterally declared the
situation with the Palestinians as an “armed conflict”,
up from a “formal state of peace”.
The redefinition eases open-fire restrictions for soldiers and
absolves Israel of legal responsibility for damage and injuries.
The confirmation came as a senior army
commander told Israel Radio that soldiers in the
territories are “feeling fatigued and trigger happy”.
The IDF, currently examining a number of shooting
incidents involving soldiers, has concluded that there are
increasing instances of soldiers firing against regulations.
This includes the fatal shooting of a 24-year-old woman
by a sniper as the car she was traveling in ran a road
block near Nablus, and the shooting death of a retarded
man who approached a Gaza Strip outpost.
By declaring the situation an armed conflict, Israel is open
to take more offensive actions. It allows, for example, the
designation of a combatant as a legitimate target. This fits the
current IDF policy of tracking key Palestinian gunmen and
commanders, some of whom are killed in the attempt.
“International law prefers targeting specific people
rather than a general area to prevent collateral
damage,” said one government official.
The current situation from a legal point of view is not the
same as during the initial intifada a decade ago. Then, it was
a popular, mostly unarmed, insurrection against occupation.
Israel was responsible for the administration of the area.
Today the Palestinian Authority controls 97% of the
Palestinian population, 95% of the territory in the Gaza
Strip, and 40% of the West Bank. The current intifada
is one of organized attacks aimed mostly at military and
civilian targets which are instigated or supported by the
PA and backed by paramilitary forces.
“When we examined the facts we realized, ‘We are no
longer in Kansas,’” said a senior defense source. “We
realized we were in a legal situation of armed conflict.”
The status allows a freer hand to destroy property on the
grounds of a military necessity. This has allowed the IDF to
uproot trees and demolish structures used by Palestinian
gunmen without first going to court. Israel abides by the
principle of “proportionality in warfare”, officials said.
The decision to change the status was taken
unilaterally over the course of a few weeks and was in
effect about a month ago when the conflict changed
from mass demonstrations to armed attacks.
According to the defense source, there were hesitations
in the IDF about raising the legal level of the conflict.
“We understood that this decision has serious
ramifications and we were not blind to the fact that it could
lead to changes in the way we acted,” said a defense
source. “But then again we are not ostriches. The facts
are not controversial: We are in an armed conflict. This
is not a civilian uprising. The Palestinians are attacking
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Jewish group bombed the mosques, the Muslim world would
declare a war on Israel,” he said, adding that Jewish
extremists had been helped with financial backing from
fundamentalist Christians.
King Solomon built the first temple at the site 3,000
years ago. A second temple was built on its ruins
centuries later and was destroyed by the Romans in
70AD. Some Jewish extremists maintain only a third
temple on the spot will herald the “kingdom of God”.
Keshev said there are at least 10 groups working
to bring about the third temple, including the “Small
Sanhedrin” organization.
Keshev maintains the group meets regularly in Al Quds’s
old quarter, where it plans how to bring about a religious state.
He says that activists practise sacrificial slaughter in a West
Bank settlement as part of preparations for a new temple.
A spokeswoman from the Mitzpe Yericho settlement
rejected the accusation. “People here study theory about
Temple practices. They are not doing anything and they are
not sacrificing. (The claim) is funny,” she said.
[JR: The extremist Zionist groups want to trigger a
holy war with the Muslim world and they mean to
have it at any cost, to us all. Israel has the best
security and spy system with the help of the U.S., so
why are these known radicals allowed so much
freedom to meet, plan and plot? The extreme
element of the Likud Party under Sharon has ties to
these groups as well as Netanyahu. To deny or lie (Kol
Nidre) about such claims is not funny—it’s evil.]

civilian and military targets. This is called warfare.”
Further, “If we had tried to control the situation
only using the amount of force allowed in peace time,
we couldn’t have done so,” he said.
The situation cannot develop to a true war in the legal sense
since that would require an armed conflict by armies of two
states or more and require a certain totality. A tank battle, for
example, would only be a skirmish and not necessarily a war.
Israel maintains that once it transferred authority to the
Palestinians under the Oslo accords, the bulk of the territories
were no longer under the status of “belligerent occupation”.
Defense officials said the upgraded legal status could be
reversed if and when the level of violence decreases.
[JR: It looks as though Israel is moving into stage II in
her one-sided war against the rock-throwing Palestinians.
She is now free to move against the Palestinians in any
manner she sees fit to secure her position in Arab
territories. The PA controls nothing, as they have no say
as to the conditions their people have to live in under
Israeli occupation, the destruction of Arab villages or the
assaults by the Israeli military. They only get what
Israel is willing to temporarily grant them at the time.
How clever of the Israelis to retroactively legitimize
WHY SO LITTLE ON ISRAEL’S BRUTALITY?
their armed conflicts (abuses and excesses) to justify
their actions in response to several UN resolutions
charging Israel with abuse and excessive force against By Sami A. Halaby, Raleigh News & Observer, 12/27/00
the Palestinians. The only “principles” Israel abides
RALEIGH—During this holiday season, diplomats continue
by is their supreme, G_d-given rights of (chosen
to
do
their work while Palestinian civilian casualties increase and
people) Israelis over confiscated Arab lands.]
Bethlehem has been under siege. Public attention shifts to
other matters. Those of us who celebrate the birth of
EXPERTS FEAR JEWISH PLOT
Christ and who have family in this traditional Christian
AGAINST HOLY SITE
community wish peace and goodwill to all—and regret the
absence of public discussion about the siege in Bethlehem.
Dawn News, 1/9/01
We are outraged that apathy allows our government to
TEL AVIV—Israeli experts say they fear Jewish make policy which serves the few who can bring undue
fundamentalists are plotting to blow up mosques at Al Quds’s lobbying influence on our elected U.S. representatives.
Some of the underlying issues:
Haram Sharif, at the heart of the Israeli-Arab conflict, and
• Amnesty International reports that Israel has
could spark an apocalyptic holy war if they succeed.
In a letter to Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Barak made public demolished 2,650 Palestinian homes and confiscated some
this week, former Shin Bet secret service chief Carmi Gillon 750,000 of the available 1.5 million acres in the West Bank
and former police commissioner Assaf Hefetz warned that an since Israel occupied it by military force. Confiscated land
extremist strike “would likely lead to all-out war and unleash is used for illegal settlements, usually built on hilltops
interspersed between Palestinian villages. Many settlements
destructive forces that would imperil Israel’s existence”.
Control of the site, known to Jews as the Temple Mount, discharge their untreated sewage on Palestinian land.
lies at the core of tensions between Israelis and Palestinians and The settlements are made possible by some $10 billion in
is one of the most divisive elements in a new U.S. peace plan. loans guaranteed by our U.S. government.
• Israel implemented draconian regulations and military
The blueprint forwarded by U.S. President Bill
orders
that severely restrict Palestinian movement between
Clinton would reportedly give Palestinians control over
the upper section of the compound and its mosques, cities and which affect Palestinian quality of life at the most
while Israel would retain control over the Western basic level. These include deportation, unequal allowances
on water usage, building permits and the availability of
Wall below and the underground section.
Fears that Israel is on the brink of ceding sovereignty over essential services. Daily life is interrupted by numerous
Judaism’s holiest site is galvanizing extremists, according to the army checkpoints, which harass the population and make
travel uncertain. All this in the name of security, but with
Keshev Centre for the Protection of Democracy in Israel.
A new report by the centre found tens of thousands of the real nefarious design, confirmed by Israeli historians as
people, many with convictions for “violent, ultranationalist state policy, to encourage Palestinians to leave.
• Currently, there are 300,000 Jewish settlers, about
activity”, had recently been active in Temple Mount groups.
“These Temple Mount lovers want ideologically and 70,000 of them moved in since the start of the Oslo peace
practically to build the third Jewish Temple where the mosques process. The Israeli Peace Now movement recently called
attention to increases in the budget for additional
now stand,” Keshev director Yizhar Be’er said.
“The result would be a total apocalypse because if a settlements. These activities together with the failure of the
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Saturday about 400 Bosnian Serbs from an area
bombarded by NATO with depleted uranium (DU) shells
in 1994 later died of various forms of cancer.
Doctor Zoran Stankovic, head of the Department of
Forensic Medicine of the Yugoslav Military-Medical Academy
in Belgrade, linked the deaths—which totalled about 10
percent of the community—to radioactive weapons.
Some of the victims had worn flak jackets made
from shells with depleted uranium (DU), he told
Reuters in an interview.
“Four hundred people died of various forms of
cancer in the past five years.
They were part of a community of some 4,000
Serbs from Hadzici (near Sarajevo) who moved to
Bratunac north-east of Sarajevo,” Stankovic said.
“The death pattern was easy to follow in an isolated
population, particularly with an increased occurrence of
malignant diseases and deaths,” Stankovic, who performed
some 4,000 autopsies, said. Many of the Serbs from
Hadzici had worked in a factory repairing tanks and
armoured vehicles that was heavily bombed by NATO in
1994. At the time, DU shells found on the ground were
recycled and used to produce flack jackets. “Some of these
Serbs wore the jackets and died,” Stankovic said.
He said no organised multi-disciplinary study had
been launched to establish links between DU and health
hazards. But he said he strongly felt the link existed.
He was commenting on reports by experts from some
Western countries that denied any link between radioactive
weaponry and cancers after a renewed DU scare swept many
European states whose soldiers serve in Kosovo, where NATO
fired thousands of missiles containing the radioactive substance.
“If it is so harmless as some people say, I would like them
to collect all the remainders of the DU shells, take them to a
nice house somewhere in Brussels, store the shells in the cellar
and have their children playing in the house,” Stankovic said.
Cases of cancer have been reported among Italian,
Belgian, French, Dutch, Spanish and Portuguese soldiers
who served a peacekeepers in Bosnia and Kosovo.
NATO faces a potential split over the long-lasting health
impact of using the armour-piercing depleted uranium shells
which critics blame for cancer among the troops.
Britain, NATO and the United States insist there
is no evidence of a link between DU weapons and
cases of leukemia among Italian soldiers.
But Italy has demanded a probe into the deaths of
at least seven of its soldiers from leukemia after duty
in Bosnia and Kosovo.
Stankovic said DU munitions were inflicting physical and
thermal damage on human beings, while exposure to their
ionising radiation was seen as affecting bone marrow and the
reproductive tract and causing congenital anomalies.
Particles from DU explosions were
contaminating the soil and underground waters,
posing threat to plants and animals, he added.
“The Americans have studied effects of the Gulf War on
their soldiers. Their study showed that 76 percent of their
descendants were born with physical anomalies. Some were
born with six fingers, some without an arm or a leg,” he said.
Stankovic said the United Nations had to organise a study
of possible links between DU weapons and health hazards, as
the world organisation was directly responsible for the use of
the depleted uranium weapons. But the study should take time
because an illness takes time to develop, he said.
HUNDREDS DIED OF CANCER
“NATO will have to finance the research. NATO
AFTER “DU” BOMBING—DOCTOR
will have to pay for regular medical screening of the
local population. If we want to help the people, they
ABC News, 1/13/01
must be screened every six months.
“NATO must also send its experts to collect the leftover
BELGRADE (Reuters)—A Yugoslav pathologist said on

Palestine Authority to improve living conditions resulted
in spontaneous street demonstrations that escalated to an
independence resistance movement.
The Israeli response to the demonstrations has been
swift and predictable. It proceeds on two fronts.
The first is brutal and military. More than 300 Palestinians
have been murdered and 10,000 injured since last October.
The casualties are lightly-armed civilians and stone-throwing
citizens, many of whom are children. The military uses tanks,
assault helicopters and heavy firepower against civilian targets.
Much heavy armament and munitions are supplied to the Israeli
Army by our government. This comes from some $84 billion
in U.S. aid supplied since 1947 and continues unabated.
Accompanying these assaults has been an acceleration in
house demolition and destruction of agricultural land.
Thousands of olive tress on which villagers depend for their
livelihoods have been destroyed. This has been widely
documented by UN Human Rights Organization, Amnesty
International, the Israeli Peace Now movement and the Christian
Peacemaker Team, to name a few. The Peacemaker Team is
sponsored by American Mennonite and Quaker communities.
The whole world has condemned Israel’s excessive use
of force, and Amnesty International charges that some
Israeli government actions rise to the level of war crimes.
Our government has shamefully prevented the United
Nations from acting more forcefully by using its veto
and/or actively lobbying on behalf of Israel.
The second response is an attempt to silence the world
press—although curiously the Israeli press openly discusses
the army’s brutality. The silence is most acute in U.S.
media. Open discussion is not readily presented; instead
we see the all-too-familiar sound bites uncritically repeated.
For example, children throwing stones are accused of
placing Israel under siege, rather than the other way
around. Commentators censure Palestinian parents for
sending their children to the front lines and never
questioning Israeli settlers who send theirs through the
same front lines in armored buses—or for that matter the
kind of society that allows its army to target children.
Israel is portrayed as a victim/democracy surrounded by
hostile dictatorships rather than as an aggressive nuclear power
that expands its territory at the expense of it neighbors and the
native population. One reads about the generosity of Prime
Minister Ehud Barak in offering the Palestinians part of what
is theirs, and not about his brutal attacks on Beirut. Jerusalem
is described as the eternal undivided capital of Israel and not
one word about the UN resolution to internationalize it.
My U.S. passport says my place of birth is
Jerusalem, period. It does not say Jerusalem, Israel or
Jerusalem, Palestine. This is in keeping with the UN
resolution. After all, we are still governed by laws and
not by political expediency, political spin or sound bites.
[JR: We can fault the Western media for glossing over
or eliminating such facts about the Israeli occupation in
Palestine. The big question is if we truly are a
Christian people, why do we allow Israel or any other
nation to confiscate lands, disfranchise the people or
genocide them, all because of their claim that their
G_d says they are his chosen ones? If that is true,
aren’t Christians next on this list? Come to think of
it, isn’t that what our Zionist-controlled U.S.
government has been doing the past eight years?]
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DU shells, because we don”t need them,” Stankovic said.
NATO says it had fired 31,000 shells containing DU
during its 1999 three-month bombing of Yugoslavia to
halt Belgrade’s repression in Kosovo. Most hit Kosovo,
southern Serbia and Montenegro.
The Yugoslav Army has so far reported no
cases of cancer among its members who served in
Kosovo during the air strikes
It says screening of 1,000 soldiers had negative results.
But Stankovic said the 1,000 soldiers represented less than one
percent of some 150,000 troops deployed in Kosovo.
He also said he had received reports of two cases
of eyeball cancers. “These two soldiers had served
in the area where thousands of shells fell. My
question to international medical experts is, how does
the surface of the eye-ball react when exposed to the
DU dust and does the dust cause the cancer.”
[JR: I’d really be skeptical as to the assurances by NATO,
the U.S. and Britain that there is no link to cancers and
the DU weapons sites. All types of weapons are used in
wars now: chemical, biological, laser technology and even
weather systems. It is all part of the UN program to
depopulate the world. To ask NATO to clean up the sites
or do the research on cancer-related cases is like asking
a serial killer to investigate his own murders.]
ICC CHARADE: THE NEXT PHASE
The New American, 1/29/01
As predicted in these pages in our last issue, Bill Clinton
agreed to sign the UN’s International Criminal Court (ICC)
treaty just a few hours before the UN’s deadline. (The actual
honor, such as it was, of signing the document was given to
David Scheffer, the Clinton administration’s ambassador-atlarge for war-crimes issues.) The treaty will go into effect
once it is ratified by 60 national governments (a
development that is expected by mid-2002), providing the
UN with a standing tribunal that will claim universal
jurisdiction—including the authority to arrest, detain, and try
citizens [even] of nations not party to the treaty.
The ICC treaty has been opposed by the Pentagon, which
is justifiably concerned that the UN’s court would have the
means to arrest and try U.S. military personnel. In announcing
his decision to sign the treaty, Mr. Clinton acknowledged
such concerns and stated that he would “not recommend
that my successor… submit the treaty to the Senate for
advice and consent until our fundamental concerns are
satisfied.” (Emphasis added.) By signing the treaty,
continued Clinton, “we will be in a position to influence the
evolution of the Court. Without signature, we will not.”
George W. Bush transition team spokesman Ari Fleischer
was on the same page. Speaking just hours after the Clinton
administration signed the treaty, Fleischer declared: “We will
review it when we come into office. But we are concerned
it is a flawed treaty.” For this reason, he specified, George W.
Bush would not send the treaty to the Senate for ratification “in
its current form”. (Emphasis added.) Thus both Bill Clinton and
his Republican successor have expressed acceptance of the
ICC in concept, with the details to be worked out in due time.
But, in concept, the ICC represents a revocation of U.S.
independence. It recreates the circumstances described in the
Declaration of Independence by making Americans “subject…
to Jurisdiction foreign to our Constitution, and unacknowledged
by our Laws....” This is why it is not enough to defeat
ratification of the ICC treaty by the Senate (which could be
accomplished by an unrecorded voice vote, as happened with
ratification of the previous two UN treaties); the U.S. must
extricate itself from the UN, and then the world body itself
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must be de-funded and abolished.
[JR: In signing the ICC Treaty, our leaders are hoping
to determine (to our advantage) the power and jurisdiction
of this court. This is but another nail in the coffin of our
Constitution. The UN is a foreign intruder into our
sovereignty and internal affairs that our Founding Fathers
warned us about in the Declaration of Independence. We
should make this point very clear to our misguided and
misinformed Senate and demand public hearings and a
recorded individual vote count on this issue. We have
already succeeded in removing any justice from our own
unjust system. The bottom line is that any treaty that is
in conflict with our Constitution is null and void, although
our presidents and Congress don’t seem to understand
this fact. The only way to stop this international invasion
is to get out of the UN and stop funding it. When will we
take notice of this strangling of our sovereign rights…
when the rope is around our necks?] [PW: This entire
scenario demands, cries for the ongoing attention of an
alert citizenry. It’s a biggie.]

decisions in NATO have to be made unanimously, thus forcing
the allies to hear each other out and compromise.
Making a virtue out of necessity, the United States has
publicly endorsed the European defense efforts. At the same
time, Washington has sought to steer the EU’s defense
institution closer to NATO. The NATO alliance’s involvement
in EU defense decisions would guarantee that Washington is at
least consulted on, if not actually asked to approve, EU’s
military plans. To this end, U.S. officials have successfully
worked with their close allies in Europe—Great Britain and
Germany—to make sure that EU any defense agreements
provided for close NATO involvement.
But proving once again that it is the little details that
usually derail grand plans, the depleted uranium (DU)
controversy is destroying much of the will in Europe to
trust and work with the Americans. U.S. planes fired all
of the controversial DU-coated rounds, which Italy, Spain,
Portugal and other states now suspect of causing cancer
in members of their peacekeeping forces. The European
press has been merciless. “What kind of military alliance
do we have where [we] must beg for information from
the superpower?” wrote the Frankfurter Rundschau.
“Confidence in the alliance has been shaken,” wrote the
respected French daily, Le Figaro. “It looks likely that
a clash between the Americans and the Europeans cannot
be avoided,” wrote Italian daily La Repubblica.
Never mind that Washington maintains that it informed its
allies of the DU hazard back in 1999, that a link between DU
and cancer has not been convincingly proven, and that the
number of cases of cancer among peacekeepers may be well
within the statistical average for the population at large. “The
controversy about an alleged Balkan syndrome carries the traits
of a panic,” wrote the Suddeutsche Zeitung. Next time the
European leaders discuss how closely to anchor the EU defense
institution to NATO, the public will no doubt ask whether they
want to be linked to an alliance which many Europeans are
now convinced is killing its own soldiers.
But something positive may come out of the controversy.
Washington has indeed at times treated its European allies with
a cavalier attitude. Until recently, nobody has bothered to ask
the allies what they think of the proposed U.S. national missile
defense system, even though the program will not work
without installations on the territory of European countries. U.S.
pundits and officials routinely accuse Europe of not pulling its
weight in the Balkans even though the EU pays 80% of nonmilitary aid to Bosnia and Kosovo, and contributes two thirds
of the peacekeeping troops (the U.S. share is 15%).
One way to ensure continued European defense
cooperation with the United States is to make NATO a more
palatable choice for the Europeans. This need not be
complicated. Washington needs to be more forthright with its
allies, more willing to hear their views on issues of common
interest, and more careful to check the facts before accusing
Europe of not pulling its weight.
[JR: The lack of communication and information
regarding our use of DU ammunitions seems to be a
major issue among the EU states. Europe regards our
lack of cooperation as indifference and will in accordance
ignore any suggestions we may have in regards to the
new European Defense Force. Europe can be an equal
competitor economically and a united Europe could go it
alone sans the U.S. Losing our influence in Europe could
cause a domino effect worldwide.]

HOW DEPLETED URANIUM ERODED
U.S.-EUROPEAN DEFENSE COOPERATION
By Tomas Valasek, Senior Analyst,
Center for Defense Information, 01/11/01
There is never a good time for a fight but the timing of
the latest row between the United States and Europe over the
use of depleted uranium ammunition (DU) in the Balkans could
prove to be disastrous. Coming at the time when the European
Union (EU) is building its own defense apparatus, the depleted
uranium controversy could push European countries away
from NATO and possible lead to competition between the new
European defense identity and the North Atlantic alliance.
The European defense identity is a train that cannot be
stopped. The EU is already an economic giant with a GDP
comparable to that of the United States. It is also inching ever
closer to becoming an actual state rather than a loose group of
states. At the latest summit in Nice, EU leaders included 30
more policy areas under the rubric of “enhanced cooperation”
which require a qualified majority, rather than unanimity. This
means that on a whole range of issues, from EU budget to
regulation of financial services, a collective decision by a majority
of EU members can overrule an individual country’s opposition,
much as the U.S. federal government can, in many areas,
overrule states’ legislation and impose federal laws.
Germany’s Foreign Minister, Joschka Fischer, was only
stating the inevitable when he called on the European
nations to create within the next decade a functioning
European government on a federalist model, presumably
similar to the federal government in Washington, D.C.
As an emerging actor on the international scene, the EU
naturally demands a say in defense and security policies. Hence
the recent effort to establish a 60,000-strong EU Rapid Reaction
Force and the necessary political and military bodies to guide
it. What is not clear yet, however, is the relation between the
emerging European superstate and the United States. In the
defense realm, this translates into uncertainty about the
European defense identity’s relation to NATO.
Some in Europe, most notably France, have sought to
keep the EU completely separate from NATO. Although
Europe and the United States see eye-to-eye on most defense
issues, creation of a separate EU force carries the seeds of a
conflict. The EU and NATO may find themselves unable to
conduct joint operations as they used to for the past five
decades. Moreover, should Brussels and Washington disagree
on a security issue, there will be less incentive to seek common
ground as Europe will have the ability to act independently. All
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promised a new era in U.S.-Mexico relations Wednesday,
pledging to forge a guest-worker program to bring
Mexican workers legally into the United States.
The five senators also showered praise on Vicente
Fox, saying his new presidency will end decades of
stagnation in the countries’ relations.
The delegation of four Republicans and one Democrat,
led by Sen. Phil Gramm, R-Texas, also said they would
work to eliminate a U.S. drug-certification law that has
created years of tension between the two countries.
Under the program, the State Department annually
evaluates the drug-fighting performance of other countries
and imposes economic sanctions if they don’t pass.
“It was a bad idea to begin with,” Gramm said.
“It’s made everybody unhappy.
“President Fox wants to get rid of it,” Gramm said. “We
want to get rid of it, and we believe our president (Bush)
wants to get rid of it. We’re going to get rid of it.”
The senators met for 90 minutes with Fox on Tuesday in
a session that touched on everything from the North American
Free Trade Agreement to congestion at border checkpoints.
Their most significant achievement, they said, was
unanimous support for a new guest-worker program for
Mexicans that would have the effect of granting
amnesty to those currently working illegally in the
country—up to 7 million people—while allowing others
to apply for work from Mexico in the future.
Gramm said he believes the program could be up
and running within a year and that he has no doubt
President-elect Bush supports it.
“We’re very serious about moving ahead on this,”
he said. “I think we have a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity to get this done.”
The senators said the program could grant legal
permits to Mexican workers that could be renewed
annually—first to those already in the country illegally and
then to Mexicans interested in coming to the United States.
The program would issue work permits to
those outside the country based on variables such
as the U.S. unemployment rate.
Benefits for Mexican workers could include fair
wages, protection under U.S. labor laws, medical care
and health insurance, Gramm said.
Companies would be more willing to provide training for
legal workers they knew were going to stick around and the
workers themselves would no longer have to pay the
middlemen who make millions of dollars each year by helping
them cross the border and find jobs, Gramm said.
Gramm said with a pool of legal Mexican workers in the
United States, employers would be less willing to hire illegal
workers, significantly reducing the flow from Mexico.
“Mexico stands to gain equitable treatment for its citizens
who work in America. That’s going to mean human capital
and financial capital to help build Mexico,” Gramm said.
“What does the United States get? We get control of our
borders. We get the ability to stop illegal immigration.”
The senators said they would encourage Bush to
meet as soon as possible with Fox so that the two can
come to terms on the guest-worker program.
The senators predicted strong and improved relations
between the United States and Mexico because of what
they described as Fox’s willingness to move forward.
For 50 years, “Mexican officials were insulted if
you wanted to talk to them about this and we were in
such denial that we wanted to pretend like it didn’t
NEW U.S.-MEXICO RELATIONS PLEDGED
exist,” Gramm said. “Then suddenly you got people
who really want to fix the problem.”
By Lisa J. Adams, Daily News—Yahoo, 1/10/01
“I’ve never dealt with a gentleman or any head of
MEXICO CITY (AP)—A group of U.S. senators state that was as anxious to get going right away,”
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said Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky). “Most people just sit
and listen or hand it off to someone else.”
Republican Sen. Pete Domenici of New Mexico,
said: “I’ve been a senator 28 years. … I’ve never
been privileged to sit with a chief executive of a
foreign country that impressed me more.”
[JR: It seems President Fox of Mexico is succeeding in his
pledge to open U.S. borders to Mexican workers. To get
back control of our borders it will become necessary to
relieve Mexico of its economic and unemployment
problems and help build industry in Mexico. The real
solution is not as simplistic as they make it sound. We
will most likely have to create a whole new federal agency
to oversee this new “guest-worker program” for Mexicans
to protect their rights, their wages and their benefits.
And what about the new influx of illegal Chinese coming
in through Mexico, Central America and Canada? In
long-term reality, prices on U.S. farm products will soar
and no longer be competitive with Mexican or other foreign
imports. The plan is defined in the finer details of the
NAFTA Treaty we signed and Congress ratified, but didn’t
bother to read. Mr. Gramm and his fellow liberator/
Senators think it’s a great deal for Mexico but make no
mention of how these altruistic plans will affect our U.S.
workers. I guess when our economy goes down, we’ll get
to decide whether we want to be called unemployed or
disadvantaged. Perhaps through NAFTA some Americans
could even become migrant workers in Mexico.]

autonomy and demonstrate that we respect their dignity,”
Fox said. We want to support our indigenous brothers,
and we want to do it soon. We are doing this in other
parts of the nation. So, why not in Chiapas?”
Marcos has not talked about disarmament, or about
accepting a new truce. In his most recent letter, he
questioned the government’s will to negotiate.
Marcos said dialogue can be renewed “only if
government meets our demands”.
The rebel leader warned that “there cannot be
dialogue nor peace if Fox just wants to make public noise
to muffle the sound of war.”
[JR: The pretensions are on the government side and the
Zapatistas know it and have experienced it for decades.
President Fox wants concessions before he guarantees
anything—the favorite ploy of the Elite. The ruling class
of Mexico has ignored the rights of the indigenous people
and never intend to “integrate” their indigenous visions
for the future. If Mexico is meeting the needs of its
people, why is there such an increase of illegals risking
their lives crossing our U.S. borders?]

FOX FLOATS EZLN DISARMAMENT IDEA
The News—Mexico City, 1/14/01
Wants Weapons Put Aside Before Talks Are Renewed
President Vicente Fox on Saturday turned the tables
on rebels in Chiapas by asking the Zapatista Army of
National Liberation (EZLN) to lay down its arms before
he fully meets their demands.
Fox said in his weekly radio show his government
is willing to comply with the three basic EZLN demands
for returning to the negotiating table “if weapons are put
aside and agreement is reached” regarding the basis of
talks, news agency AFP reported.
Peace talks in the seven-year conflict came to an
abrupt halt in September 1996 after the Zapatistas
accused the administration of former President Ernesto
Zedillo of failing to enact agreed-upon accords.
In a letter published in newspapers on Saturday,
EZLN Subcomandante Marcos warned there will no
peace in Chiapas if rebel demands are not met.
Marcos, who has been the most recognizable
spokesperson for the EZLN since the uprising on Jan.
1, 1994, is seeking the dismantling of seven military
bases near rebel strongholds, the release of more than
100 political prisoners and congressional approval of
a law on indigenous rights and culture.
In what has been seen as a goodwill gesture, Fox has
ordered the closure of three bases and sent Congress an
initiative seeking more benefits for indigenous communities.
The Chiapas government also has done its share in
pushing peace efforts by releasing 18 EZLN supporters.
“We should eliminate the pretensions,” Fox said. “I
invite the Zapatistas to sit down and renew dialogue. We
will take them up on their word and accept their three
basic demands in exchange for peace.”
Fox reiterated that dialogue is the key to a possible
solution to the seven-year conflict in Chiapas, one of
the nation’s poorest states.
“We want to integrate the indigenous vision, give them

MI-6 SPY FINDS PRESS HAVEN IN RUSSIA
By Kevin O’Flynn, Moscow Times, 1/17/01
A rogue former British intelligence agent on the
run for three years will publish his banned memoirs in
Moscow next week amid reports that the publisher is
linked to the Russian secret services.
Richard Tomlinson said Tuesday that his book, The
Big Breach: From Top Secret to Maximum Security, will
be published in English and describe in detail the workings
of one of Britain’s most secretive organizations, the MI-6,
as well as insights into his time as an agent in Moscow.
“I published in Moscow because MI-6 spent a
fortune of taxpayers’ money taking out injunctions just
about everywhere else in the world,” Tomlinson said in
an e-mail interview. “Ironically, Russia was the only
country which offered me freedom of speech.”
“Britain has the most arcane secrecy laws of any
country now—Russia is far more accountable and open
than Britain,” Tomlinson said, adding that even the color
of the carpets in the MI-6 building are “classified”.
Tomlinson joined the MI-6 in 1991 after studying
aeronautical science at Cambridge University and serving in
the Territorial SAS, an elite branch of the British armed
forces. Initially seen as an agent with good prospects,
he was sacked by the MI-6, the British foreign
intelligence service, in 1995 after serving in Bosnia.
Feeling mistreated, Tomlinson attempted to appeal
to an employment tribunal only to be blocked by the
MI-6, which cited national security concerns.
Tomlinson then claims, in extracts from the book
published in this week’s Sunday Times, that he was
forced into signing an agreement that provided him
with a $25,000 loan and a new job in exchange for
agreeing not to write about his service in the MI-6.
Dissatisfied, Tomlinson left the job and was
subsequently arrested and sentenced to a year in
prison under the Official Secrets Act for sending a
synopsis of the book to an Australian publisher.
After serving six months in jail, Tomlinson fled abroad in
1998 and has been moving from country to country ever since.
Much of the book describes the lengths to which MI-6
has gone in pursuing him around the world. Tomlinson says
he has been continually followed, arrested 10 times and banned
from France, Switzerland, Australia and the United States since
leaving England. He currently lives in Rimini in northern Italy.
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Other parts describe his mission in Bosnia and Moscow,
according to The Sunday Times, but much of the material in
the book is not likely to be new. The Observer last year reported
Tomlinson’s revelations that as an agent he helped sell chemical
weapon materials to Iran in the early 1990s despite Britain’s
own ban on such sales. Other Tomlinson revelations
include an attempt to assassinate Yugoslav leader Slobodan
Milosevic as well as an allegation that the chauffeur who
died with Princess Diana was an MI-6 agent.
Last year, British Foreign Secretary Robin Cook
accused Tomlinson of putting a list of active MI-6 agents
on a Website. Tomlinson denied the charge saying it was
an MI-6 slur although he did admit threatening to do it.
“He has a long track record of sensational material,”
said a British Foreign Office spokesman on Tuesday.
“That he has gone to the lengths of publishing in
Moscow makes his credibility less than zero.”
MI-6 accused Tomlinson of doing a deal with the
Russian secret services to publish his memoirs according
to The Sunday Times. They said that the publisher,
which both The Sunday Times and Tomlinson refuse to
name, is a frontman for one of three intelligence services
and is operating under a false name.
Tomlinson denied the allegations Tuesday.
“The publisher has no connections with Russian
intelligence, despite MI-6’s ridiculous claims,” Tomlinson
said in an e-mail interview. “He is just a businessman.”
The Russian Foreign Intelligence Service, or
SVR, also denied the report.
“This is completely absurd,” said Boris Labursov, the
head of the SVR’s press office, adding that they had only
heard of the memoir’s publications through the media.
Anything that shows the workings of the
intelligence services is not in national interests, said
a British foreign office spokesman.
“If it is harmless and doesn’t put lives at risk,
then why publish it in Moscow?” said the spokesman.
He said there are so far no plans to take court
action against the book.
The unknown publisher has printed 10,000 copies
for worldwide distribution.
Moscow book lovers, however, will not get to see
Tomlinson at the book launch.
“I don’t think I’ll come over for it—it will just give
MI-6 ammunition against me,” Tomlinson said.
[JR: Mr. Tomlinson’s revelation connecting MI-6 to the
death of Princess Di is enough to cause great concern and
trepidation at MI-6 headquarters right up to Foreign
Secretary Robin Cook. It is imperative that Mr.
Tomlinson is discredited and his whereabouts be made
known to protect Britain’s national interest and the
Queen. May truth serve Mr. Tomlinson well and protect
him from his detractors, stalkers etc. You’ll be lucky to
get a copy of his book.]
HISTORY LOOKS AT THE NSA
By Declan McCullagh, Wired News, 1/9/01
WASHINGTON—As anyone who watched Enemy
of the State knows, the National Security Agency is a
rapacious beast with an appetite for data surpassed only
by its disregard for Americans’ privacy.
Or is the opposite true, and the ex-No Such Agency
staffed by ardent civil libertarians?
To the NSA, of course, its devilish reputation is merely
an unfortunate Hollywood fiction. Its director, Lt. Gen.
Michael Hayden, has taken every opportunity to say so,
most recently on a History Channel documentary.…
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“It’s absolutely critical that (Americans) don’t fear the
power that we have,” Hayden said on the show.
He dismissed concerns about eavesdropping overeagerness and all but said the NSA, far from being
one of the most feared agencies, has become one of
the most handicapped.
One reason, long cited by agency officials: Encryption. The
show’s producers obligingly included stock footage of Saddam
Hussein, saying that the dictator-for-life has been spotted
chatting on a 900-channel encrypted cell phone.
That’s no surprise. The NSA, as Steven Levy
documents in his new Crypto book (which the
documentary overlooks), has spent the last 30 years trying
to suppress data-scrambling technology through export
regulations, court battles, and even personal threats.
Instead of exploring that controversial and timely
subject that’s tied to the ongoing debate over privacy
online, “America’s Most Secret Agency” instead spends the
bulk of an hour on a history of cryptography starting in
World War II. Most of the documentary could have aired
two decades ago, and no critics are interviewed.
One of the few surprises in the otherwise bland
show is the NSA’s new raison d’etre—infowar.
Since its inception in the dark days of the Cold War, the
NSA has had two missions, protecting the government’s
communications while tunneling through the ciphers that guard
the enemy’s. (Occasionally the two have conflicted.)
“The business we’re in is to counter the effectiveness of
cyberwar against our infrastructure,” said Michael Jacobs, the
NSA’s deputy director for information systems security.
Jacobs cited [electrical] power grids, transportation,
air traffic, energy and health services as examples of
industries “which have information that is critical to
some segment of our society” and must be protected
from terrorists, criminals and hackers.
In the agency’s National Cryptologic Strategy for the 21st
Century document, the NSA says it will “develop applications
to leverage emerging technologies and sustain both our
offensive and defensive information warfare capabilities.”
One part of the NSA, the Information Systems Security
Organization, is devoted to just that. The group even has
an outreach program to take advantage of the “talents of
government and industry partners” in secure system
design, evaluation, and testing. Another program (call
800-688-6115) even offers two-day training classes.
If all this sounds like a tremendously geeky
community college, the NSA doesn’t seem to mind.
“I’m here to tell you we don’t get close to the Fourth
Amendment,” says the NSA’s Lt. Gen. Hayden.
The Fourth Amendment, as we learned in civics
classes, explicitly prohibits “unreasonable” searches and
seizures, and implicitly allows reasonable ones. What that
means in practice is that the NSA is not permitted by law
to spy on American citizens.
But that broad prohibition, codified in the Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Act, hasn’t stopped fears of
NSA overzealousness, fueled by persistent reports of the
Echelon data-reporting system.
In early 2000, the House Intelligence committee held
hearings after an outcry over a reported NSA global
surveillance system called Echelon. Few legislators asked
tough questions.
In fact, the National Commission on Terrorism
recommended last summer that Congress should give
federal police more eavesdropping abilities and increase
the budgets of spy agencies.
[JR: NSA’s Lt. Gen. Hayden has tried to make the
NSA benign to the thought of spying on American citizens
protected by the Fourth Amendment. The problem is the

ultimate power delegated to those who determine what
are “reasonable” searches and seizures. For him to say
“that the NSA is not permitted by law to spy on American
citizens” is an outright public-relations lie. They interpret
the law to suit their needs and operate on technicalities;
and only when they are caught abusing it, as with Echelon,
do they invoke National Security authority or conduct an
internal investigation which is then sealed. True, the CIA
and the NSA cannot legally spy on American citizens
without “reasonable” cause but the joint venture between
the U.S. and Britain allows cross-spying on citizens of both
countries and the exchange of data. The result is that the
U.S. can spy on the British and Britain can spy on
Americans and that is how they technically comply with
the Fourth Amendment to our Constitution.]
WHITE HOUSE “WIPING CLEAN”
COMPUTER HARD DRIVES
By Paul Sperry, WorldNetDaily.com, 1/14/01
Judicial Watch gets tip
Clinton aides ‘destroying’ evidence before Jan. 20
The White House is rushing to “wipe clean” the
hard drives of computers used by President
Clinton’s aides before the Jan. 20 changeover, a
public-interest law firm claims.
Normally, when employees leave the White House,
computer workers take a snapshot on tape of the
contents of their hard drives and store the tape cartridges
as part of official records, as required by law. Then they
reformat the hard drives for the next users.
But according to Judicial Watch, Inc., political aides
have ordered computer workers to first run the hard
drives through a software program by the firm Jetico,
called BC (Best Crypt) Wipe, which “wipes clean the
drives so the next administration can’t retrieve any files”.
“They’re starting with [the hard drives of] the most
important people first—the [White House] lawyers—and
working their way down,” said Judicial Watch President Tom
Fitton. “And they’re working through the weekend.”
He added: “It’s the equivalent of burning records,
according to our sources,” who are White House employees.
The records are key to Judicial Watch’s Filegate
lawsuit against the White House. General counsel
Larry Klayman said he passed the tip on to U.S.
District Judge Royce Lamberth late Friday.
Calls to the White House were not returned by deadline.
Fitton said Clinton aides Mark Lindsay and
Michael Lyle are heading up the project—which is
being carried out by Charles Nash, a supervisor in the
White House’s records management unit.
[JR: It has been the hallmark of the Clinton
administration to “misplace” or inadvertently destroy all
files and records that might be questionable, unethical or
illegal. What else can be assumed by the public, with such
a frenzy to wipe clean all past activities. Where is Bush’s
Transition Team to protest such actions? Guess they
condone such practices and intend to do likewise.]
ANCIENT CRYSTAL QUESTIONS EARTH’S HISTORY
By Dr. David Whitehouse (Online Science Editor),
BBC News, 1/11/01
A tiny crystal, little thicker than two human hairs, is
the oldest Earth material ever found and it may force a
reappraisal of what our planet was like early in its history.
The grain, technically known as a zircon, has been
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dated to be 100 million years older than any solid
sample previously discovered.
It casts doubt on the accepted state of the
Earth over four billion years ago: a boiling ocean of
molten magma, devoid of life.
The new picture emerging is of a world cool
enough to support water and continents, and
possibly the first stirrings of life.
Zircon is a durable crystal made of silicon, oxygen and
zirconium, among other elements. The record-breaking
sample was one of a dozen specimens extracted from the
Jack Hills section of northwestern Australia. It was dated
in two separate studies at 4.4 and 4.3 billion years old.
One of the researchers involved, Professor John
Valley, from the University of Wisconsin-Madison, U.S.,
said: “This is an astounding thing to find from 4.4 billion
years ago. At that time, the Earth’s surface should have
been a magma ocean. Conventional wisdom could not
have predicted a low-temperature environment.”
The conditions prevalent at the time the zircon
grain formed suggest that the Earth cooled faster than
anyone thought.
“Previously, the oldest evidence for liquid water
on Earth, considered by most to be a precondition for
life, was from a rock estimated to be 3.8 billion years
old,” said Professor Valley.
Both research teams dated the zircon grains by
analyzing their uranium isotopes—types of uranium
atoms with different masses.
Uranium decays into lead. By calculating the ratio of
uranium to lead, they determined that a dozen of the
grains in their possession were very old indeed.
The zircon analysis also involved looking at the ratio of
oxygen isotopes. This showed the crystals could only have
originated in a wet, low-temperature environment. This does
not fit in with the accepted view that shortly after the Earth
formed 4.5 to 4.6 billion years ago, the planet was a ball of
molten rock.
Scientists had thought that it took several hundred million
years for the Earth to cool enough for oceans to condense out
of a thick atmosphere.
Evidence from the Moon also suggests that about 500-600
million years after formation, Earth was subjected to intense
bombardment from meteoroids.
An intriguing question the new research raises is whether
or not life could have arisen so early in the Earth’s history.
Professor Valley said that the zircon analysis was
consistent with the suggested idea that life began but was
completely extinguished in catastrophic impacts that melted the
Earth’s surface.
Both research papers are published in the journal Nature.
Commenting on the work, Professor Alex Halliday, of the Swiss
Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich, said: “It represents
a significant advance in reconstructing Earth’s Dark Ages.”
[JR: This speculation on the findings of these ancient
crystals, little thicker than two human hairs, seem to raise
more questions as to Earth’s age and history than it
answers. It also effectively changes scientific thinking
that has evolved over hundreds of years that had been
built upon inaccurate data from compounded research. It
opens up the possibilities that there could have been even
more civilizations than is thought. Earth could have gone
through several rebirths or “New Genesis”, since
everything in our universe is cyclical and there are even
other dimensions beyond our physical universe. Also, who
can say for sure our known scientific methods of
measurement are truly accurate. Science may attempt to
fool Mother Nature but Mother Nature certainly does
make fools of scientists.]
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PHASING-OUT SALE DUE TO SEVERE DAMAGES
Since we have little idea how far the Federal Government will follow
the false information given by its mind-controlled informers, we are
assuring your opportunity to gather all the invaluable material presented
through the years from this source—at going-out-of-business sale prices.
Phoenix Source Distributors now offers all Phoenix Journals at half
price—$3.00 each, plus the usual shipping charge. This means
ownership of a complete set of published Phoenix Journals is now
domestically available for less than $300.00, most locations. Please call
the toll-free number below for foreign shipping rates and information on
the availability of specific Journals and back issues of CONTACT.

CONTACT: (800) 800-5565
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Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
ALASKA & HAWAII
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
UPS 2nd day-$9.00 1st title, $1 ea add'l
CANADA & MEXICO
Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add'l
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WORDS OF WISDOM
FROM HATONN
CONTACT OR SPECTRUM?

I want to briefly respond to
a most unusual question from
a totally “out of the blue”
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
person: “It appears Spectrum
Subscription orders may be placed by mail to the above address or by phone to 1-800-800-5565.
will fail, possibly close, so will
Subscribers: Expiration date appears on upper left side of mailing label.
Quantity Subscriptions: U.S. For Foreign subscriptions call or write for shipping charges. you go back to writing for
SINGLE SUBSCRIPTIONS
QUANTITY SUBSCRIPTIONS CONTACT or what?”
I have never stopped writing
U.S. CAN/MEX FOREIGN Quantity 10COPIES 25COPIES 50COPIES 100 COPIES
Quantity
U . S . w/ENVELOPE
for CONTACT—but I have
$125 $160 $275 NOT written, nor have my
$30
13 ISSUES
$40
$45 13 ISSUES $95
$40
$80
$60
26 ISSUES
$80
$90 26 ISSUES $190 $250 $320 $550
compatriots written for
Editorial Policy
52 ISSUES $110 $150
$150 $170 52 ISSUES $380 $500 $640 $1,100 Spectrum. Tails wag a lot of
dogs, my friends. Therefore,
BACK ISSUE RATES
Opinions of CONTACT contributors (including ads)
“or what” has no meaning.
Miscellaneous copies of individual back issues are $3.00 each copy
are their own and do not necessarily reflect those
Shipping is included in the price for U.S. orders
January 6, 2001
of the CONTACT staff or management.
Foreign please call or write for additional shipping charges

